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NO STOPPING BASHING FALCONS
BG has 13 hits, routs Oakland University 13-6;
But inclement weather cancels three of four scheduled games

Sports p.9
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BRIEFLY
CAMPUS
Computer class:Computer

services will offer a free hands-on
seminar, covering the MacWrite word
processing system. April 10 and 12 at 6
p.m. Any student, faculty or staff
member may register for the class by
calling 372-2102.

STATE
Gambling opposed: A
proposal for casino gambling in Ohio
drew more opposition than support
among those polled in a statewide
survey released Monday.
The Ohio Poll found that 52 percent
of those questioned opposed a
proposal for a casino in Lorain, O., on
the shores of Lake Erie in Northeast
Ohio. Forty-five percent said they
supported the plan, while 3 percent
said they were uncertain.
Fifty-eight percent said they would
oppose casino gambling in a large city
near them, while 41 percent said they
would approve of it and 1 percent said
they were uncertain.

NATION
White hospitalized: Ryan

White, whose battle with AIDS
brought him scorn in his hometown
but support from across the world,
was hopitalized with internal bleeding
Monday and was not expected to live,
authorities said.
Doctors said Monday afternoon that
White, 18, probably would not survive
the day, said Carrie Van Dyke,
director of health promotion for the
State Board of Health.
White's hemophilia, the disorder
that initially exposed him to the
deadly AIDS virus, prevented doctors
from operating, said Van Dyke. She
said she was told about White's
condition by his mother at lunchtime.

Prisoners pay: Federal

judges across the country
increasingly are ordering criminals
not only to pay the time for their
crime but to pay the cost of their
prison stay.
From Jan. 19,1989, through the end
of October, federal judges ordered 254
defendants to pay a monthy fee
during their prison sentence,
according to the U.S. Sentencing
Commission in Washington, D.C.
Some civil libertarians, however,
are objecting. They say the inmates
aren't getting their money's worth
because of overcrowded prison
conditions.

WORLD
Soviets invited: President
Vytautas Landsbergis of Lithuania
Monday invited Kremlin officials to
Lithuania to discuss the republic's
secession drive and struck a
conciliatory note by saying Lithuania
wants gradual, not immediate, full
independence.
While government officials sought a
compromise solution to the dispute,
1,000 pro-independence
demonstrators rallied at the
Lithuanian prosecutor's office to
protest its occupation by Soviet
soldiers.
Washington deplored Moscow for
ordering all 100 foreign journalists in
the republic to leave by Monday.

HISTORY
On this date: In 1979, a bomb
threat ended in Moseley Hall without
incident after a search by Campus
Safety and Security revealed no
evidence to confirm the threat. The
building was not evacuated after a
woman called in the threat, but
students were given the choice of
leaving.
Compiled from local and wire reports

Taliaferro arrested

Ex-USG senator charged with theft, forgery in fraud case
cers Friday at 10:30 a.m. in University
Hall as he emerged from class. He currently is being held in county jail on
$20,000 bond.
A Wood County grand jury is expectTaliaferro allegedly received more
ed to indict Crai'g Taliaferro, a promi- than $1,500 from Allstate Insurance Co.
nent University stuin Toledo for items he reported stolen
in May, 1989. Sgt. Tom Brokamp said
dent, Wednesday on
charges of theft and
police began their investigation of the
theft at this time.
forgery, wrapping up
a year-long insurance
Shortly thereafter, Taliaferro befraud investigation.
came a suspect when an Allstate fraud
But Sgt. Tom Broinvestigator told police she did not bekamp said a number
lieve Taliaferro's theft report, Broof other charges may
kamp said.
be filed against the
39-year-old, including
income tax evasion, Taliaferro
The forgery charge stems from Tagrand theft, welfare fraud and posses- liaferro's alleged use of three credit
sion of drugs.
cards belonging to former University
Taliaferro, a former Undergraduate student Ann Baker to cash checks,
Student Government senator and Brokamp said.
£ residential candidate, was arrested
Baker, currently working in Washy Brokamp and campus police offiby Dennis Robaugh
city editor

ington, D.C, could not be reached for
comment.
In August 1988, Taliaferro had reported a burglary at his apartment at
840 Eighth St., Apt. 117. According to
police, last year's May burglary report
was similar to the August report.
Police said he filed a claim with West
American Insurance Co. and collected
about $1,100.
The items reported stolen were $800
worth of jewelry, a video camera and a
compact disc player, police said. Some
of these items were discovered by
police in Taliaferro's apartment in late
February when they tiled their first
search warrant.
The three credit cards belonging to
Ann Baker were also confiscated. According to documents filed in municipal court, police found a tin can, two
D See Taliaferro, page 7.

Voinovich
fund-raiser
stars Bush
by Joe McDonald
Associated Press writer

CINCINNATI — President Bush
touted gubernatorial candidate George
Voinovich and other Republican state
office candidates at a $l,000-a-couple
fund-raiser Monday, urging party
members to help gain control of the
Ohio Statehouse.
"This year's especially important
because the impact of the 1990 elections
will be felt all decade long," Bush said.
"In the reapportionment of Congressional districts that will take place
after the 1990 census, Ohio, in all likelihood, stands to lose two seats.
"We must make sure when those districts are redrawn that the results are
fair and equitable to Republicans, and
therefore to all Ohioans."
Bush toured the General Electric
Aircraft Engines plant in suburban
Evendale, O., earlier Monday, then attended the fundraiser at a downtown
hotel where he was to stay overnight.
He was to leave for Indianapolis Tuesday morning.
"George, I'm proud to say that you
and I have a lot in common," Bush
said, setting up Voinovich for some
White House humor. "Same first name.
Same charismatic, emotional approach to life."
The big contributors enjoyed the
joke.
They also laughed when Bush reminded them how much their half hour
together had cost.
Rather than Riverfront Stadium hot
dogs at a Cincinnati Reds baseball
game, as Bush and many others originally had planned, they got "the most
expensive hot dogs in the history of
Ohio" at the fundraiser, Bush said.

Weather

High40c
Low 25°

5000 people
convene for
19th annual
'Hash Bash'
See related stories p. $.
by James A. Tinker and John Kohlstrand
staff writers

ANN ARBOR, Mich. — Rain
threatened to extinguish the fire of discontent burning among thousands of
marijuana advocates Sunday at the
University of Michigan.
But storm clouds held off long enough
for more than 5.000 people to gather for
the 19th annual "Hash Bash" in support of the legalization of marijuana.
Organizations represented at the
Bash including the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws
and the HEMP '90 tour which stopped
in Bowling Green last week. Kentucky
gubernatorial candidate Gatewood
Galbraith, a Democrat, also made an
appearance, promising to legalize marijuana if elected.
Don Fielder, NORML's national director, made an impassioned speech to
the masses at about 2 p.m.
"Today is April 1 — Census Day," he
said. "It's the day to stand up and be
counted. Are you standing up and being
counted?"
"Yes!" responded the crowd, which
included clean-cut Greeks, Deadheads,
bikers, hippies and progressives.
Fielder said he was often asked during his stay what he thought of Ann Arbor's $5 pot law, one of the most lenient
in this country.
"Five dollars is too much and they
even take the pot away," Fielder said.
In one voice, the assembly asked
□ See Hash Bash, page 7.

Iraq warns
Israel with
gas threat
by John Rice
Associated Press writer

PiZZa DeliVerV

W

'

News/Mark

Deckard

Chi Omega sorority member Jennifer Berry carries a pizza during her leg of the
tricycle races Saturday afternoon. Alpha Xi Delta sponsored the races, which were
held in the parking lot between Memorial Hall and the Student Services Building.
The proceeds of the $ 15 per team donation went to the American Lung Association, according to Alpha Xi Delta Philanthropy Chairperson Deborah Palmer. Chi
Omega won the sorority division and Pi Kappa Alpha won the fraternity division.

BAGHDAD, Iraq — Iraqi President
Saddam Hussein said for the first time
Monday that his country has deadly
binary nerve gas weapons, and he
threatened to use them on Israel if the
Jewish state attacks Iraq.
Binary weapons, usually artillery
shells or missile warheads, contain two
relatively safe compounds that combine to produce toxic nerve gases. They
are outlawed under a 1925 treaty.
Iraq is already seen as a front-runner
in a Middle East drive to develop arsenals of long-range and surface-tosurface missiles. Its development of
□ See Hussein, page 7.

Ann Arbor votes pro-choice

Regulators
denounce
food labels

Proposal C limits any future penalty for abortion to $5
"Legislators need to know the true
"I was absolutely shocked. I was
power is with the voters of this state," prepared for anything," she said.
she said. "And any legislator we may
Washtenaw County Right To Life
elect can also be unelected. Legislators president Rae Ann Houbeck said her
An amendment to the Ann Arbor city don't have the support for puitive anti- organization did not actively campaign
charter declaring the city a "zone of abortion legislation."
against the amendment because they
reproductive freedom" was approved
beleived it had no real political signifiCFRF led the effort to place the pro- cance.
nearly two to one by voters Monday.
Anticipating any future move by the posal on the ballot, drafting the docu"We felt proposal C really has no
Supreme Court to reverse Roe versus ment, collecting the 3720 signatures, legal binding and if any laws ever were
Wade, "proposal C" will limit the pen- and organizing voter registration cam- enacted, the city charter wouldn't
override state law," she said.
alty for having or performing an abor- paigns.
Briere said the group organized in
tion in the city to a $5 fine.
Briere agreed the amendment may
December — five months after the Su- remain merely symbolic in the turmoil
A Supreme Court reversal of the 1973 preme Court returned the right to re- over abortion rights in the future, but
decision that legalized abortion would strict abortion to individual states said its passage is a victory anyway.
immediately reenact Michigan's anti- —specifically to amend the charter.
"I always thought abortion would be
"My hope is that it will always reabortion statute.
Although largely symbolic, support- a protected right/' Briere said. "After main symbolic — that abortion will
ers of the amendment say it is neces- Webster, I am not sure. I was really never be illegal in Michigan. My hope
sary to send a message to Michigan taken aback that the Supreme Court is that it will remain an oddity of law
would say to the legislature, 'do what and serve as a message to state lawstate legislators.
Sabra Briere, president of Ann Ar- you want and we'll see what we'll put makers, '' she said.
bor's Citizens for Reproductive Free- up with.'"
"We may not be comfortable with the
dom, said she hopes state legislators
Briere said the fact her group faced idea of abortion, but we are less comwill see the charter revision as a pro- no organized opposition from pro-life fortable with legislation making the
groups surprisedher.
decision for us."
choice mandate.
by Wynne Everett
city writer

by Andrea Weisgerber
Associated Press writer

DALLAS — The American Heart Association is yanking its HeartGuide
food labeling program after it failed to
get a seal of approval from federal regulators, the association's president
said Monday.
HeartGuide, under development
since 1987 and introduced this year,
was an attempt by the association to
put a comprehensive label on products
considered best for preventing heart
disease.
Food companies, at a fee ranging
from $15,000 to $600,000, could submit
their products for testing for
cholesterol, sodium and saturated fat
contents. Products that met guidelines
could be packaged with the HeartGuide
D See HeartGuide, page 3.
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More recycling
plans needed
W;

OjfcS

e've taken the first step, but much more needs
to be done and everyone should get involved.

The country is finally showing positive signs
toward becoming environmentally conscious and
Bowling Green is no exception. Actually, it is blazing a path for other cities to follow.
Mayor Edwin Miller claims the city has united,
and as a result is in the midst of a successful litter
prevention and recycling program.
But this is not enough. According to Gayl Pearson, city litter prevention and recycling coordinator, the community needs to take the next step.
The city should go beyond simply collecting recyclable materials and devote more money toward
the processsing of those goods.
The city must subsidize our recycling program in
order to make it a complete success. Otherwise, it
ends up with a mound of useless goods. It takes
money to process and without this money the city is
unable to sell the collected products.
The money should be set aside in the city's budget. If other cities across the nation adopt successful recyling programs it would eventually make
hauling, marketing and selling recyclables a
profitable business. The process would then pay for
itself.
It is not an easy process, but the future of our
country is worth it. Bowling Green is setting an
excellent example and we need to continue in the
same direction Dy further improving our environmental efforts.

Politician's rule
just lip service
I t's really quite unfair to saddle a politician
* with his own words — or at least, that's what
Ohio Attorney General Anthony J. Celebrezze Jr.
would have us believe. Celebrezze, now a candidate
for governor, broke his own rule against accepting
more than $500 a year in campaign donations from
law firms that have no-bid contracts with the state.
"I find it interesting that I'm being hammered
for a self-imposed set of limits," Celebrezze was
quoted as saying. While he confessed to violating
his self-imposed limits in some cases, he also hastily pointed out that he broke no law. That's true,
and it's also admirable.
But legality isn't being argued here...
Celebrezze's complaint that he was trapped by
his own words does not wash. In 1988, Gary Hart
challenged reporters to follow him; they took him
at his word and he suffered the consequences; If a
politician is going to hold himself up as a paragon of
virtue, then he better be sure he is virtuous.
Reprinted courtesy Cleveland Plain Dealer
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Increased activism needed
Over the May 4 weekend, students from across the country
and former student activists will
gather at Kent, O., to commemorate the 20th anniversary of
the killing of students at Jackson
State in Mississippi and Kent
State by the government. These
students were killed for protesting against our illegal and immoralsubjugation of Vietnam.
The questions raised by the
U.S. Government's failed effort
to suppress the Vietnamese people are still on the minds of the
American people. Note the continued popularity of Vietnam
movies such as Platoon ana Born
on the Fourth of July.
There has also been a slow and
steady increase in student activism. Internationally, it has
helped in the building of guerrilla movements in Central
America, Colombia, Chile and
the Philippines. The Deng
Xiaoping regime was shaken to
its foundations and the tottering
regimes in Eastern Europe feu
mainly through the efforts of
students and youth.
Growing student activism on
U.S. campuses also reflects this
same trend. The Progressive
Student Organization (P.S.O.)
applauds the growing student
movement. But we also recognize the fact that here at BGSU
there has been no groundswell of
activism since August 1989.
Even in this uneventful school
year, many noteworthy activities occurred, including AntiAparthied Week, Black History
Month, the Central America
Conference and Hispanic
Awareness Week. The Graduate
Student Senate passed a resolution on racial equality and sponsored a program to celebrate the
freeing of Nelson Mandela.

Campus Democrats support
College Republican stand
To the Editor:
We would like to extend a sincere thanks to the BGSU College
Republicans for their support of
bipartisan representation on
USG. We are quite dismayed
that the College Republicans
have a seat on USG while the
Campus Democrats (who were
kicked out illegally a couple of
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Viewpoint
by
*
Jay
Mazur
columnist
year. More than 60 women
and men marched through the
campus and city denouncing
sexual violence and rape. The
eggs thrown at us from a fraternity house was a feeble attempt
to fight history.
Better coordination and more
discussion and consultation will
bring about sharper and more
focused actions during the next
year.
But, four events occurring
during the 1989-90 school year
still nave not been properly
dealt with and will probably be a
focus of activity in the forthcoming year.
Racial incidents occuring in
Founders Quadrangle during
Black History Month endangered hundreds of lives by what
appears to be an arson attempt,
while racist students circulated

a petition saying they were tired
of hearing about Blacks and
other oppressed people.
The administration tried to
cover up the problem and then
tried to sweep it under the rug.
To the administration, it seems
the incident would look bad if the
Siblic found out about it. This
cident is part of a constant
emergency around the question
of white racism. Neither the
administration nor President
Olscamp has ever condemned
these acts, nor the vandalism of
those who repeatedly destroyed
the P.S.O/s South Africa
shanty. Does the administration
really favor full equality for oppressed people?
For these reasons, we doubt
the administration's claim that
the BGSU foundation has
divested itself from firms doing
business in South Africa. Since
the Dec. 9 Board of Trustees
meeting, there has been no further public statement on
divestment or denouncement of
apartheid.
We would like to believe our
BGSU divestment campaign,
started in Nov. 1966, has been
successful, but have no evidence
that substantiates the administration's claim. We would like to
see students use research skills
to find out whether the administration is telling the truth.
The conservative misleadership of the Undergraduate Student Government is another issue to address. The incumbant
president was almost defeated,
despite a poorly organized opposition campaign. This shows
real potential for change, but
campus activists must start organizing early next year.

We demand each candidate
supply the BG News with written campaign programs to be
printed in full to sharpen discussion of issues to let the students
know what the candidates stand
for; the personalities should be a
secondary consideration. Reported campus assaults have increased from 25 in 1987-88 to 46
so far this year. This was lost in
the so-called debate about who
would take credit for lighting
programs on campus. Voters
care about personal safety and
need this and other similar issues to be addressed for solutions by any and all candidates
in the future.
The conflict between the Faculty Senate and the administration has important implications
for the whole University — it is a
community of students and
scholars dependent on open and
free expression. This conflict
has raised many civil liberties
questions and helped expose the
power structure that governs
BGSU. These areas and other issues will provide fertile grounds
for organization in the coming
school year.
We urge faculty and University workers to attend the 20th anniversary activities and national
conference sponsored by the
National Progressive Student
Network at Kent State May 4-6.
This is not just a commemoration, but a national gathering of
student activists to set an
agenda for campus protest for
the coming decade in order to
bring about a meaningful
change.
. Jay Mazur is a guest columnist for the News and is writing on behalf of PS.O.
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More than 3.000 students have
signed petitions to get Food
Operations to ban California
grapes in support of the Farmworker's Union's struggle.
In many ways Women for
Women's "Take Back the
Night" march was the high point
of the campus militancy this

,M"4 ,> ttt

years ago) do not. But even
more than that, we are concerned that President Coughlin
intends to remove the College
Republicans from USG. Just as
the Campus Democrats deserve
representation on USG, so do the
College Republicans.

sentation will heighten the understanding of our two ideologies. And working together, our
two groups can accomplish a lot.
We would look forward to working with the College Republicans
to bring political figures to campus.

We agree with the College Republicans that having both organizations represented does
not mean that ideological warfare will foUow. Quite the opposite. We feel bipartisan repre-

The BGSU Campus Democrats intend to apply for a seat
on USG, and we hope we will be
given that seat along side of the
College Republicans.
The BGSU Campos Demo-

crats
Gregory B. Richey, President
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Shuttle plans to extend hours Rodgers activities

help environment

Two more vehicles will be added to the service this fall
"I used to make stops by the Rec Center
and the Quads but now, since the cut, the
only stops are at the Information Center,
union, library and College Park," he said.

by Michelle Banks
staff writer

Students will have the option of riding the
An average of 40 people used to ride on
University shuttle bus until midnight this
fall, when the hours for the service are ex- each pick-up; however, Veaupre said he now
has only 400 riders each day. This number is
tended.
Jean Yarnell, director of parking and traf- a drastic decrease from the 1,500 daily
fic, said the additional hours stem from the riders before the re-routing.
new parking policy, requiring freshmen and
sophomores to park on the east side of cam"Too many people were riding — the bus
pus in Lots 6 and 20.
was designed only to hold 24 people," he
"The most significant factor in the de- said. "At times, there were people standing
cision of increased routing was the resident which created a safety danger."
student's safety," she sai<£
The current route recently was cut due to
A new bus and a van with handicapped fathe excessive amount of people riding the cilities will join the University's two other
bus, according to bus driver James veau- shuttle buses to handle the increase in serpre.
vice hours. Also, a new driver and part-time

employees will be hired, Yarnell said.
Funding for the new vehicles and employees will be paid for through students'
general fees ana the parking and traffic division.
"The vice president of planning and budgeting (Christopher Dalton) has requested a
small amount to come from general fees
with the rest coming from parking and traffic," she said. "No definite figures are
available yet because bids have to be taken
out for the bus and van."
Plans have not been made yet to increase
the service by extending the routes off
campus, Yarnell said.
"I wish we could do more to expand it, but
the funds are very limited," she said.

HeartGuide
D Continued from page 1.
seal of approval — a red heart
with a checkmark on it.
Under pressure from the U.S.
Food and Drug Administration,
however, the association said
Monday it would drop the labeling portion of the program and

'orttf

concentrate on nutrition education and clearer federal labeling
standards.
"The FDA has made it clear it
is against third-party endorsements," said Howard Lewis, the
association's director of health
and science news.

"The government's only concern was that they did not like
third party organizations entering into an area where they had
legal responsibility."
"We're pleased they responded to our concerns," said FDA

spokesman Jeff Nesbit.
The FDA sent a letter to the
association Friday saying it
could not support the program.
That followed a warning letter in
February threatening regulatory action after the program
was launched in January.

by Daron McDonald
reporter

The Rodgers Quadrangle resident advisory staff is taking a
personal interest in the environment.
Resident adviser Jack Hall
said awareness of the preservation of nature is the goal behind the "Helping Ourselves
Preserve the Environment"
program.
"We have to live in it and if we
don't take care of it now — it
won't take care of us in the future," Hall said.
The HOPE program was
started last year by Rodgers
Hall Director Mark Shannon and
resident advisor Lisa Jacobs
created the name.
One of the activities sponsored
by HOPE is a weeklong sleepout in the Union Oval. Hall, who
is supervising the sleep-out, said
the supporters have set up a tent
to attract students' attention
toward environmental issues.
"The HOPE program is de-

signed to build awareness
among Bowling Green students
so they can use it to take home
with them in their own communities," he said.
Other activities planned this
week include a program testing
Crystal Creek bottled spring
water against Bowling Green
city water, Hall said. A garbage
pile will also be formed in front
of Rodgers to demonstrate how
much garbage is wasted in one

day.

A picnic and concert by Tom
Gorman and music from radio
station 93Q-FM will end the
week-long program on Friday.
Trisha Schubert, resident of
Rodgers and sophomore early
childhood education major, said
she was "attracted to the program by the resident advisor
staff and the publicity in her residence halls.'
"The individual things I am
doing to help the environment
are things everybody can do,"
she said.

FUN FOOD, FUN TIMES,
FOR
FCJIN PE PLE

°

Applications are being accepted
for
Summer 1990 BG News editor
Fall 1990 BG News editor
1990-91 Gavel editor
1991 Key editor
1990-91 Miscellany editor
1990-91 Obsidian editor
Application forms may be obtained at
The BG News office, 214 West Hall.

Application deadline Thurs., April 12 5 p.m.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS
LARGE ASSORTMENT OF
HOUSES, DUPLEXES, & APARTMENTS
(TOO MANY TO LIST)
STOP IN TO 319 E. WOOSTER FOR A BROCHURE OF COMPLETE
DETAILS AND SPEAK WITH OUR FRIENDLY STAFF.

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE 319 E.WOOSTER
354-2260
(ACROSS FROM TACO BELL)
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BGSU groups receive awards
Environmental Studies and Interest Group recognized for recycling
by Wynne Everett
city writer

The campus Environmental
Interest Group and the University's Environmental Studies
Program were presented the
governor's award for recycling
at Monday's City Council meet-

%, groups were recognized

by the state's department of
natural resources for their outstanding efforts and long-term
contributions in promoting recycling in Bowling Green.
Wood County's 4-H clubs
received the governor's award
for their efforts in litter prevention.
The winners were chosen by
the city's litter prevention and
recycling program advisory
board from a field of seven
groups and individuals receiving special recognition from the

city for their work with the program.
Others recognized were Ann
Graves, John Quinn, Pat Williamson, the Breakfast Kiwanis
Club and Bowling Green City
Schools.
City Litter Prevention and
Recycling Coordinator Gayl
Pearson said choosing the two
top winners was difficult.
"These groups were selected
for outstanding and long-term
work," she said. "This year was
very hard — especially choosing
two to single out for the governor's award. The voting was
very close."
Director Berry Cobb accepted
the environmental studies department's award for its work
with the "BGSU can recycle"
program, as well as numerous

MID AM MANOR
APARTMENTS
are within walking distance to campus
for Summer 1990 and Fall 1990-91
school year.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished,
gas heat & water included,
air conditioning
• 2 bedroom furnished, 9 month lease for $525
• unfurnished, 9 month lease for $395

Resident Manager,
641 Third St., Apt. 4, B.G.
352-4380

L

litter clean-ups and organization
of the University's annual recognition of Earth Day.
EIG's work with the aluminum can recycling and Earth
Day celebration also were cited
as well as distribution of red recycling boxes and participation
in clean-ups, carnivals, and
homecoming, which earned
their award accepted by President Chris Weahrer.
Local 4-H'ers Jim Shertzer of
the 4-Leaf Clover Kids and Jeff
Converse of the BG Clover Connection accepted the litter prevention award for County 4-H
work with the recycling center,
annual clean-ups and distribution of red recycling boxes.
Pearson said responses from
local groups anxious to help with
the city's litter prevention and
recycling programs have grown

over the last few years, making
the awards more competitive.
"We've had them since 1996,"
she said. "The last two years
have been absolutely overwhelming. We've always been
there, but the last two years it's
like someone put a spot light on
us as the leaders to help save the
earth."
While she is pleased that
awareness of the need to collect
recyclables is on the rise, she believes more needs to be done to
make the recycling process successful.
"We need to get all the pieces
of the puzzle together," she said.
"Definitely more money needs
to be spent by communities to
subsidize recycling programs in
order to get the materials processed and to market. That's the
only way recycling will truly
work."

The IK, News
is recyclable!

Fraternity to host
'Ultimate' tourney
by Sandra Kowalcky

staff writer

Based on the popular sports
football, basketball and soccer,
the Phi Gamma Delta fraternity
is planning the "ultimate" for
sports fans.
Sixteen fraternity, sorority,
club and college teams from
throughout the Midwest will
compete in the second Annual
FIJI Ultimate Frisbee Classic
on campus Saturday.
"Ultimate" is a fast-moving
rt played with a Frisbee ind of a ball. It combines the
passing and scoring aspects of
football, the guarding aspect of
basketball and the field action of
soccer.
FIJI President Scott Chamberlain said the sport is very
popular at other colleges and
8-owing fast. The Ohio State
niversity, Ohio University,
Oberlin College, Michigan State
University and the University of
Michigan have organized teams.
Teams consist of seven
players and a point is scored for
each completion in the opponent's endzone. Some game
rules include not running with
the Frisbee. an automatic turnover if the Frisbee is not caught,

ALAN CANFORA
speaks on

STUDENT ACTIVISM:
from the 1960's to the 1990's
* Tuesday April 3, 7:30p.m., 121 West Hall
Remember Vietnam, Student Protests,
Shootings at Kent and Jackson State...
Join us for the 20 year commemoration May 4 weekend in Kent with activists from
all over the U.S. and the world
Sponsored by Progressive Student Organization
Social Justice Committee
Graduate Student Senate

and a score of IS points to win
the game.
Games are played without
referees and are conducted with
sportsmanship and what is
called "the spirit of the game."
The players are required to
make their own calls and they
can be disputed.
Amita Vasudeva, sophomore
transient student from Oberlin
College, played on a team there
and said the game is more popular on the East and West Coasts.
She helped to start a co-ed Ultimate team here with Chamberlain.
The new team will not compete in the tournament this
weekend but hopes to play later
this month at 0SU.
"The game is not hard to learn
and the rules are not difficult,"
Vasudeva said. "At first, I
couldn't throw a Frisbee very
well, but with practice I learned
to throw forehand and backhand."
Anyone interested in forming
a team to compete this weekend
is encouraged to contact Chamberlain.
The games are scheduled to
begin at 11 a.m. at the intramuralfield. The Top-40 band Lovestreet also will perform a free
outdoor concert at 4 p.m.
All profits will be donated to
the Toledo Make-A-Wlsh Foundation.
CINEMARK THEATRES

CINEMA 5

Joe Vereus The Volcano
No passes

Pretty Women R
2:26. 4 50. 7.15*9 45
No passes or discounts
Blue Steal R
4 40 7 20. 9 40
Teenage Mutent Nlnja Turtles PQ
4 30. 7.00. 9 10
No passes or discounts
PrmlMWMwceMM M! Ml Free He.
FemaNe 17 I up - Drew 10 Ki Prlw ate-: 'IOC ?■!.«
ffcajdtoo HUN from BMuty I. USA 1 Often
Model beaxe oroed appewee oweraaiee ^.

(Ereattue Hinting
THE DEMAND IN CREATIVE WRITING HAS INCREASED
AND WE ARE DOING EVERYTHING WE CAN TO ADD
NEW COURSES. IF YOU HAVE BEEN SHUT OUT OF THE
FOLLOWING CREATIVE WRITING COURSES FOR FALL,
'90, ENG. 205, 208, 209, 308, OR 407, PLEASE FILL OUT
THE INFORMATION BELOW AND TAKE IT TO THE CREATIVE WRITING PROGRAM OFFICE, 104 HANNA HALL.
WE WILL DO EVERYTHING WE CAN TO OPEN NEW
SECTIONS. PLEASE REGISTER EARLY.

Date
TO:

RE:

Philip F. O'Connor, Director
Creative Writing Program
(list course or courses here)

I have been unable to enroll in the Fall courses listed above at
this time. I intend to take the course of courses if the opportunity should present itself.
Name
__
Campus Address
Campus Phone

Press here for a great
data processing career.
The right time.The right place.
State Farm is hiring.
If you're a senior with a data
processing, computer science or
math background, there may be
a very special career opportunity
waiting for you in one of the
largest corporate data processing facilities in the country.
There are actuarial and auditing jobs open, too.

Blue Chip. Green light. State
Farm is one of America's leading
insurance companies. Through
innovative marketing and a proud
service tradition it has become
the nation's leading auto and
homeowner's insurer, and one of
the top life insurance companies
in the country.
You'll receive expert training.
You'll work on state-of-the-art

»0

4 50. 7 25 5 9 30

Located in the University Union

ALSO - AN ENG. 308 CREATIVE WRITING CLASS, OPEN
TO BOTH MAJORS AND NON-MAJORS, IS BEING OFFERED FOR SUMMER, WHICH YOU CAN REGISTER FOR
NOW. IT IS ENG. 308, SEC. 5574, 2:30-6:30, 6/18 TO 7/20,
INSTRUCTOR, C. PEPPERS.

R

4 20. 7 00. 9 40
Accepting no passes or discounts

12-2pm
11:30am-1:30 pm
4:30 pm-7:00 pm
11:30am-1:30 pm
4:30-7 pm M-Th
12:00-2 pmSun.

Friday
coupons, cash &
charge accepted

354-05MI

The Hunt for Red October

Sunday
Brunch Buffet - 55.75
Monday
Italian Chicken Breast - $4.00
Tuesday - Steak Night
Wednesday
All You Can Eat Spaghetti - $4.00
Thursday
All You Can Eat Ribs - $4.00
Hours:
Sunday
Mon.-Thur.

Z°,DUND

11234 NORTH MAIL ST.

data processing equipment. You'll
go as far and as fast as you can.
You couldn't have a more solid
base to build a career on.
Contact your Placement Director.
Our Recruiter will be on campus
April 10,1980
Or write Ron Prewitt, Assistant
Director, Home Office Personnel
Relations, One State Farm Plaza,
Bloomington, Illinois 61701.

STATE FARM INSURANCE COMPANIES Horn* Office)* Bloomlngton. llllnolt An Equol Opportunity Employer
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Awards presented locally g^
at 20th annual drill meet
by Greg Watson
reporter

The 20th annual Bowling Green Invitational Drill
Meet, headed by the University's Pershing Rifle
Company 1-1, was held Saturday in Anderson
Arena and Eppler South.
Assistant drill meet officer Beverly Kodak explained there are three categories in the meet.
"There is exhibition drill — showing individual
style, color guard — a set guideline of commands
showing team unity and infantry drill regulation —
a competition where a manual of set maneuvers is
followed," said Kodak, also a senior education
major.
There were 14 events, including individual, duet,
platoon and squad performances, Kodak said.
Fern Creek High School won awards for IDR
squad, exhibition squad, exhibition platoon, exhibition duet and Honor Company award for best
high school.
The Ohio State Navy ROTC won the Terry P.
Moore Honor Company award for best college

company at BGIDM.
"Lt. Terry P. Moore was a Pershing rifleman at
the University for four years," said Maj. Michael
Flynn, ROTC publicity director. "His training jet
went down in a 1977 exercise. This award is a way
we can keep his name alive."
The University of Toledo Lancers won best co-ed
squad and color guard. The Ohio State Navy ROTC
won first place for IDR platoon. Central Michigan
won the individual exhibition award.
The best new team at BGIDM was Shaw High
School. The winner of best inspection was the University of Michigan ROTC IDR squad. The best
college commander award went to the Ohio State
Air Force ROTC.
The winner of the IDR individual competition
was Nancy Fleishma from the University of
Toledo Lancers.
The BGIDM is one of the best known meets in the
country, said Maureen Keane, sophomore undecided major and drill meet officer of the event.
"It has run well in the past," Keane added. "And
we take notes on everything that happens to help
organize better for future years."
BG News/Brock Vlsnlch
Fern Creek High School cadets Chris Fletcher (left) and Kevin Bates spin their rifles during their duet exhibition
routine at the 20th Annual Bowling Green Invitational Drill Meet The Fern Creek Squad won the overall event.

TheBC News Classifieds arc where it's at!

e-DEU.

352-757I
— INSIDE ONLY —

c- Inildi I Pick* Only -

-InJl&.Pk.upOnty-

Tuesday 11'til 9
Pizza
Smorgasbord

Wednesday 11'til 9
Spaghetti
Dinner

Thursday 111119
Lasagna
Dinner

S«»0. Sow & W* DHKI

I

6

Bowl n' Greenery
Healthy 'n' Hearty Buffet
•Hot Entrees, Vegetables and °
Homemade Soups
•Fresh Salad and Fruit Buffet
•Piping Hot Rolls & Baked Potato
•Unlimited Beverage
11:30-2:00 Lunch Hours
4:00-7:00 Dinner Hours

. *4.50

11 Trv To Satoo Bar

•3.00

•3.25

"TOP lO" FINALISTS
OUTSTANDING SENIOR
AWARD
Aimee Andrews
Gina Boyazis
Allen Drown
Patricia Jacoby
Jenni Mabee

Melinda Messbarger
Linda Popovich
Christy Roby
Stephanie Wellman
Joel Yeasting

Congratulations!
Winner to be announced at
Senior Send Off

Located in the University Union

Food Coupons Accepted From
4 p.m.- 7 p.m. Only

April 5th 7-9 p.m.
at Mileti Alumni Center.

/SSttN

352-757,

</PASTA\

— INSIDE ONLY—

Friday 11 'til Gone
Roast Beef
Platter
•3.75

Saturday 11'til 9
Mini Reg. Sub
& Cup Of Soup
•3.50

Sunday 11 'til 9
Pizza
Smorgasbord
S*l*d. Souo » ;. Crwm

•4.50

The Honors Student Association
is proud to announce the winners
of the 8th Annual Tuition Raffle

Karen Miklosovic
Sonya Hogg
Fred Wright
Anna Mendenhall

$1322
$50
$50
$50

Thanks for your contributions:
The Arrangement, Cassidy's, The Copy Shop,
Falcon House, Finders, French Knot, Soft
Rock Cafe, The Source, Yogurt Oasis
A special thanks to all who supported
the raffle, especially the faculty and the

TUITION RAFFLE COMMITTEE.

CARPE DIEM!

International Week
World
Student
Association

World Student Association

From April 2nd to the 7th.
As part of the festivities for the
week, a whole series of specia
coffee hours will be presented. Each
day, a different group of countries
will present food, music, and^isua
material for your benefit.
from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m.
in the International Lounge (411 South Hall).
For more information call 372-2247.
Everyone is welcome!!!!

How do you
catch 17,000
students in the
act?
Turn the page for the answer.
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Marijuana called relatively safe Ann Arbor residents
Kaplan: 'Alcohol and tobacco pose greater health risks'
by John Kohlttrand
city wrH«r

Aside from ita negative
psychological effects, marijuana is a relatively safe drug
and may be
less harmful
than alcohol or
tobacco, according to the
director of the
Student Health
Center.
"The single
biggest hazard
of marijuana
is that it is il- Kaplan
legal," said Dr. Joshua Kaplan.
The risk of being arrested and
thrown in Jail would be more of a

detriment to a person than marijuana's proven medical risks, he
said.
Marijuana's greatest physical
danger is related to its method
of ingestion — smoking — which
can lead to lung damage, just as
cigarettes do, he said.
No medical evidence has
shown smoking marijuana will
lead a person to "harder" drugs,
the doctor said. If there is any
truth to this theory, it stems
from the illegality of the drug,
he said.
Sellers of marijuana often
have access to more dangerous
drugs like cocaine and heroin,
and purchasers of marijuana
may receive pressure from
these dealers to move on to these
riskier drugs, Kaplan said.

VOLUNTEERS NEEDED
FOR

Qm

But a larger area of concern
among those who have studied
the drug focuses on a psychological anti-motivational syndrome."
The jury is out- on whether
marijuana use is a cause or an
effect of this syndrome, but
studies have shown some
chronic marijuana users experience a loss of energy, iniuatave and motivation in their
daily lifestyles.
Despite these suspected negative effects of the drug, Kaplan
said marijuana actually may be
safer than legally-accepted substances.
Nearly 400,000 people die annually from tobacco use and
100,000 people each year from
alcohol abuse. Yet, no one dies

****

3rd ANNUAL BIATHLON
SATURDAY. APRIL 21

ENDS THURSDAY
FINAL 3 DAYS

plan to attend one of the
following volunteer meetings
April 3rd at 2:00 p.m. in the SRC Conference Room
or
April 5th at 4:00 p.m. in the SRC Conference Room

WINNER OF FOUR ACADEMY
AWARDS
Best Picture and Best Actress

from marijuana use.
"The current (legal) situation
is not in any way justified by the
relative risks of the various substances around today," Kaplan
said.
If the leaders of this country
were to sit down and rewrite
America's drug laws from
scratch based on their health
and social risks, Kaplan said
tobacco and alcohol would be
banned before marijuana.
"I think you would have to
make table salt illegal before
you made marijuana illegal," he
said.
Kaplan suggested that if the
same number of Americans
were smoking marijuana instead of drinking alcohol, the
cost to society might actually be
lowered.
Alcohol often brings out boisterousness in its users, but marijuana can be characterized as
pacifying, Kaplan said.
Marijuana legalization arguments should not simply be dismissed, he said.
"It's not an irresponsible position," Kaplan said. "It's something that should be debated."

BE A PART OF
THE TEAM...
RECYCLE!

All volunteers will receive
a 3rd Annual Biathlon t-shirt freel

7:15 & 9:15

'For more information, call 372-7482

SUrti APRIL 6th "Eriwit

QMI

to Jill'

THE
TANNING
CENTER
lO Visits $19.95
With This Ad

REGISTER
To Win A Free Caribbean Cruise For Two
INCLUDING MR FARE
Courtesy ot Costa Cruise Lines and Cal-Centrai Marketing Corporation
No Obligation Required

raise pot fine to $25

by John Kohlstrand
city writer

ANN ARBOR, Mich. — FifS-three percent of the voters in
is city decided $5 was not fine,
passing a proposal to raise Ann
Arbor's famous pot fine to $25.
With all but two precincts reporting, the proposal to raise the
marijuana fine passed 12,689 to
11,252.
Thus the second challenge to
the 16-year-old marijuana law is
successful, raising the the firstoffense marijuana fine to $25.
$50 for a second offense and a
minimum of $100 for a third
offense.
The existing $5 fine was a constant and painful reminder to its
opponents of the liberal attitudes of many Ann Arbor residents and the issue, Proposal B,
was the subject of a vicious
campaign from both sides.
The Republican-dominated
Ann Arbor city council put the
Kroposal before the public with a
■2 vote last month, and a group
calling itself Citizens for Appropriate Consequences called for
approval of the proposal.
The $5 fine makes Ann Arbor
look like a joke," said Republican city council candidate David
M.Copi.
However, a counter-campaign
was fought by the Just Vote No
Committee and the Five Dollars
is Fine Coalition culminating in
the Hash Bash held at the University of Michigan Sunday.
"What it comes down to is that
alcohol and tobacco are legal
and they are considered far
USG

353-3281

WASH HOUSE
250 N. MAIN
7 Beds Available

354-1559
We honor local competitors lower
•dvemaed price (bring In AD)

"Your Tanning Professionals"
• Since 1980 ■

USG

USG

USG

USG is now accepting applications for
Cabinet and Organizational seats next year.

3 LOCATIONS

353-8826

□ See Vote, page 7.

Now is the time to get
involved with USG

HAIR UNLIMITED
143 W. WOOSTER
6 Beds Available

SOUTHSIDE LAUNDROMAT
993 S. MAIN
5 Beds Available

USG

more harmful by a multitude of
factors than marijuana," said
Rich Birkett, Just Vote No secretary.
About 400,000 people die each
year from tobacco use, 100,000
from alcohol abuse but no one
has ever died from marijuana
use, Birkett said.
Concern about drug abuse was
reason enough to vote for Proposal B, although the new penalty is nothing more than a symbolic gesture, Copi said.
"This would send a signal to
our young people that citizens of
Ann Arbor are serious about
dealing with the drug abuse
problem," Copi said.
A column in Wednesday's Ann
Arbor News, coauthored by Ann
Arbor superintendent of schools
Richard C. Benjamin, said
much has changed since the
enactment of the $5 fine.
"Marijuana is now recognized
as a 'gateway' drug leading to
experimentation and eventual
addiction to other, more serious
drugs," he argued.
A stronger fine is needed to
force those who may have a
Sroblem with marijuana to conront themselves, Benjamin
said.
Yet the Five Dollars Is Fine
Coalition argues that there really is no marijuana problem.
Literature distributed to all
University of Michigan residence halls by the coalition argues that the original marijuana
ban was passed in 1937 because
of pressure by unemployed alcohol prohibition agents looking

2

Multi-Cultural Affairs and Human Relations
Student Welfare
National State Community Affairs
Public Relations
University Committees
Treasurer
Applications are in 405 Student Services and are due Friday,
April 6, 1990.

USG

USG

USG

USG

USG

Who defends
your right
to choose your own
way of life?
Libertarians believe that you have the right to pursue happiness
ii yOu choose, to long as you do not uu force ot (raud In your
dealings with others. The Uw should promt the ItbetiKs of
all people-married and unfit straight and gay conventional
and unorthodox-and should treat all Individuals equally

Today's events are tomorrow's
memories. At The Key, we
catch all your college
experiences — good or bad,
angelic or mischievous. So go ahead,
let your hair down and get a little
crazy, we'll be there. Besides, what's
the use of having fun if you can't get
caught?

The Libertarian Party
DEFENDERS OF LIBERTY
Call 353 1813 or 1 800 669 6542
IU» fcnniylwnli Avrnut. St • Wiihlngion. DC 2000)

(Cheaper than any textbook)

.^HiSILvS^

• Billed to your bursar account.

ON THE COLLEGE CAMPUS

• Only $18.95 for 384 pages.
(So you don't have to pay now)

Learn how colleges can

• Pick-up or delivery.

combat this killer disease

(Like pizza)

tonight on TV 27 as BGSU's

• Check your mailbox soon!

President Paul J. Olscamp,
discusses AIDS with BGSU

Where else can
17,000 students
get caught in the
act?

H

health care professionals.

KEY
o

One On One
With President Olscamp
Tonight 10:30 p.m.
WBGU-TV 27
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Hash Bash
Q Continued from page 1.
Fielder if he smoked marijuana,
and he replied, "I'm one of 30
million Americans who do each
week and I'm proud of it."
The event officially was a
"Just Vote No" rally opposing a
local proposal to raise Ann Arbor's $5 fine for marijuana possession or consumption to $25,
but it also attracted people from
across the Midwest to openly
smoke marijuana.
On the steps of the graduate
library a masked cowboy calling
himself the Lone Reefer passed
out business cards, while a few
feet to the left, a group of students puffed on a 48-inch-long

water bong.
City police cited 43 people at
the event — 38 for marijuana
consumption or possession.
Ann Arbor NORML representative Rich Birkett said the
event started in 1972 in celebration of a state reduction of the
marijuana smoking penalty
from a felony to a misdemeanor.
Michigan's stringent pot laws
were under fire at that time, following well-known radical John
Sinclair's nine-year prison sentence for selling an undercover
police officer two joints, Birkett
said.
Many believed the pot laws
were being used unfairly to
silence political dissidents, he

said. In that age of protest,
"Hash Bash" was born.
"I was at the first one —
thousands of people showed up,"
Birkett said.
"It started out as a Joke," he
said. "Somebody put fliers up all
over Ann Arbor. Lo and behold,
thousands of people showed up.
It was incredible.
Those at this year's rally were
not representative of the average UM student, according to
Brad Potter, senior architecture
major.
Campus opinions about legalization range from zero tolerance
to the decriminalization of all
drugs. Yet, many in attendance
Sunday were apathetic. Potter

said. Taliaferro is collecting
money for Aid for Dependent
Children because he is supposed
to be the caretaker of Destiny
Dawn.
Taliaferro had planned to
Sraduate this December with a
egree in political science. He

returned to the University in
1987 after being paroled from
the Southern Ohio Correction
Facility, where he spent six
years for bank robbery. He had
been a University student in the
late '60s and vice president of
student government in the early

•70s.
Taliaferro has prior arrests
for selling narcotics to a minor,
possession of narcotics, possession of criminal tools, conspiracy, escape, aggravated robbery and robbery. He also has a
record of arrest in London.

peal," Birkett continued. "They
don't have any facts to rationalize."

radical John Sinclair was sentenced to nearly 10 years in jail
for selling an undercover police
officer two joints.

said.
"I think a lot of people just
come down to get stoned,''he
said. "They don't care."
Connie Kocsis, a University
student attending the event, was
impressed by the size of the
crowd and the individuals it included.
"It wasn't just college students. There were older people
too," she said, adding she noticed several families.
Marijuana's influence was
more conducive to a pleasant
social atmosphere than if a legal
drug — such as alcohol — had
been celebrated, she said.

Taliaferro
Q Continued from page 1.
bags of marijuana and scales in
his apartment. Brokamp said he
expects to file possession charges against Taliaferro. Trafficking charges are also being considered.
Police also hope to charge Taliaferro with income tax evasion
in connection with Your Tours,
Ltd. — a tour group he has run
out of his home for more than
three years. Austin Sweeney, director of the city income tax department, told police there is no
record ot Taliaferro or Your
Tours filing income tax in BowlingGreen.
Business and personal records
were taken from Taliaferro's
home by police, according to
court documents. A number of
students are contemplating filing lawsuits against Taliaferro
for misrepresentation of his
Spring Break tours to Jamaica.
Police said Taliaferro's minor
daughter, Destiny Dawn Taliaferro, is listed as Taliaferro's
partner in Your Tours. They
have been unable to locate her
and police believe she is with Taliaferro's ex-wife Christina Taliaferro, 30, who is wanted in
Cuyahoga County on a felony
theft warrant.
Frank McLaughlin, assistant
director of Wood County Human
Services, said Taliaferro refuses
to tell investigators where his
ex-wife and daughter are.
He has been the subject of an
extensive, ongoing welfare
fraud investigation, McLaughlin

Vote

D Continued from page 6.
for a new "menace" to justify
their jobs.
"They actually claimed that
marijuana was lethal — more
lethal than cocaine, which is absolutely not true," Birkett said.
"The prohibitionists don't try
to rationalize their views, they
really have an emotional ap-

The $5 fine first was approved
by the 1972 Ann Arbor city council in response to complaints
that the anti-marijuana laws
were being enforced selectively
to silence political dissidents.
The year before, well-known

Hussein
a Continued from page 1.
chemical weapons, and possibly
nuclear arms, has raised fears
of an arms race in the volatile
region.
In Israel, government officials
warned Monday that Israel
would retaliate u Hussein used
chemical weapons against it.
The U.S. State Department
denounced Hussein's chemical
weapons threat as "inflammatory, irresponsible and outrageous."
Hussein, in a speech broadcast by Baghdad Radio, denied
Iraq has nuclear weapons. Concerns about this were raised last
week by the interception in London of 40 Iraqi-bound trigger devices that officials said were designed for nuclear bombs.
"I categorically deny that we
have any atomic bombs," the
president said at a ceremony in
Baghdad, where he awarded
medals to senior military officers.

Hussein claimed that during
the 1980-88 war with Iran, "Iraq
was offered enriched uranium
and even a complete atomic
bomb by people who were either
American, British or Zionist
agents. But Iraq turned down
these offers."
He did not elaborate. Such an
offer would not be in accord with
Western efforts to block nuclear
military technology to developingnations.
The Iraqi Foreign Ministry
also said Monday that Iraq was
not seeking to develop nuclear
weapons.
"I say that if Israel dares to
hit even one piece of steel on any
industrial site, we will make the
fire eat half of Israel," Hussein
declared.
"Let them hear, here and now,
that we do possess binary chemical weapons which only the
United States and Soviet Union
have," he said.

•After a snooze, catch THE BG NEWS'

The incident generated
national attention and was the
focus of John and Yoko Lennon's
"Ten for Two" benefit concert
at Ann Arbor's Crisler Arena in
late 1971.

SIBS AND KIDS WEEKEND
registration: 1st group 8:45 a.m.
TOLEDO ZOO TRIP
2nd group 9:45 a.m.
LIMITED SPACE
SATURDAY APRIL 7. 1990
FIRST
COME
FIRST
SERVE BASIS
2 GROUPS
both groups depart Union Oval
$2 ADULTS, $1 2-11 YR.
1st group depart at 9:30 a.m.
DINOSAUR EXHIBIT Add. $1.50 EA.
return at 1:30 p.m.
2nd group depart at 10:30 a.m.
Bring Lunch or $$$$$
return 2:30 p.m.
available upon request
$2 for strollers
ID for wheelchairs
TRIP SPONSORED BY RESIDENT
STUDENT ASSOCIATION

B.G. TAXI
352-0796

•NO
SERVICE
ON
SUNDAY

THE

OF WINGS
THE BEAST FROM THE EAST IS
DEALING A SUPER SPECIAL
| GET AN EXTRA Vi DOZEN WINGS i
| WITH PURCHASE OF ANY LARGE |
|ORDER OF HOT, BBQ, OR WISEGUYj
WINGS WITH THIS COUPON
_^OUPONi€XPIfl€Sb/4/O0__

EAT AT SPOT'S
FREE DELIVERY

EVERYDAY

ii:00 a.m. to 2:O0 a.m.
125 E. COURT
352-SPOT
Now Open Until 230 am on Fri. & Sal.

$5.45
MEDIUM
SPECIAL

MEDIUM PIZZA AND
2 PEPSI
Now thru Apr. 15 gel
an Original medium
12" Cheese Pizza and
2 cans ot Pepsi
for only $5.45.
Additional toppings
only 94c each.
Not valid with any other
otter, discount, or
pan pizza.
Expires: Apr. 15. 1990
Fast, Free Delivery'11
Good at
Bowling Green
Domino's Pizza

MEDIUM 2 ITEM

$5.95 PIZZA
Now thru Apr. 15 get an
medium 12" pizza
MEDIUM Original
loaded with two ot your
favorite toppings
SPECIAL .for only $5 95

Domino's Pizza
Accepts
& Matches
Anybody's
Pizza Coupons

Additional toppings
ony 94« each.
Not valid with any other
otter, discount, or
pan pizza.
Expires: Apr 15, 1990
Fast, Free Delivery"'
Good at
Bowling Green
Domino's Pizza.

Coupon Crusher

$6.95
EXTRA
LARGE

HERE'S HOW IT WORKS
1. We accept and match anybody's Pizza Coupon Price.
2. Customer must mention coupon when ordering.
3. Customer must present coupon to driver when pizza
order is delivered, or must present coupon when picking up order.

Call Us
352-1539

Bowling Green

Hours
Sun.-Thurs.
11:00 a.m.-2 a.m.
Fn.Sat.
11:00 a.m. to 3 a.m.

OPEN FOR
LUNCH
DAILY

Our Original Cheese Pizza
10" Doubles $6.65
12" Cheese $6.15
16" Cheese $8.55
Our Superb
Domino's Pan Pizza
12" Cheese $7.55
Additional Items
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Ham, Onions, Anchovies,
Green Peppers, Olives,
Sausage, Ground Beel, Hot
Peppers, Extra Cheese,
Bacon, Extra Thick Crust
10"
12"
16"
12"

Doubles $1.00 per item
Pizza $.94 per Item
Pizza $1.34 per Item
Pan Pizza $.94 per item

All Pizzas include Our
Special Blend of Sauce
and 100% Real Cheese
Pepsi Cans $ 60
We guarantee our
product and service,
call us for details.

|
|
.
- |

I

I

E*lra truck crust not available
on Ina Pan Pi//a

■

Our drivers carry less
than $20
Limited delivery area.
1990 Domino's Pizza Inc.

I
a

$7.70
EXTRA
LARGE

EXTRA LARGE PIZZA
AND 3 PEPSI
Now thru Apr. 15 get an
Original extra large
16" Cheese pizza and
3 cans of Pepsi
lor only J6.95.
Additional toppings
only $1.34 each.

Congratulations to
the FMA Executive Council
Christopher Paydock

President

Loretta Dichiro
Joe Kluemper

Vice President
Treasurer

Maria Marino

Secretary

Todd Chmiel

Promotions

Ann Svoboda

Activities

Bart Cera

Public Relations
Membership

Brent Lombard!

'Don't Forget the Dessert Banquet April 10.*

Greenbriar Inc.
We will be leasing the following
locations for the Foil of 1990

Not valid with any other
oiler, discount, or
pan pizza.
Expires: Apr. 15. 1990
Fast, Free Delivery'"
Good at
Bowling Green
Domino's Pizza.

• East Merry Avenue Apartments - 522 E. Merry Ave.
• Field Manor Apartments - 519 Leroy Ave., 542 &
560 Frazee Ave.
• Frazee Avenue Apartments - 818 Thurstin. 624, 670
(will have new carpeting), 656 Frazee Ave.
• Buff Apartments-1470 & 1490 Clough St.
• Campbell Hill Apartments- 3 Bedrooms

EXTRA LARGE
2 ITEM PIZZA
Now thru Apr. 15 get an
Original extra large 16"
pizza loaded with two ol
your favorite toppings
for only $7.70.
Additional toppings
only $1.34 each.

Coll or Stop in for a Complete
Listing of Available
Apartments & Houses

Not valid with any other
offer, discount, or
pan pizza.
Expires: Apr. 15. 1990
Fast, Free Delivery"
Good at
Bowling Green
Domino's Pizza.

352-0717
224
E. Wooster St.

Hours:
M-F 9a.m.-5p.m.
Sat. 9a.m.-lp.m.
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Earth Day celebrated Passover 'passed on'
Governor's speech begins month of observances
by John Chalfant
Associated Press Writer

COLUMBUS — Gov. Richard
Celeste kicked off a month of
Earth Day observances Monday
by boosting government use of
recycled paper and challenging
President Bush to keep environmental campaign promises.
Celeste donned an appropriately green overcoat against
wind-chills in the 20s as he spoke
at an outdoor ceremony sponsored by the Ohio Environmental Council.
It was the first of scores of
events scheduled throughout the
state in advance of the 20th anniversary of Earth Day on April
22.
Celeste, a Democrat, took notice of Bush's trip to Cincinnati

on Monday to help raise money
for George Voinovich, the Republican candidate for governor, and Robert Taft n, the
candidate for secretary of state.
"During his campaign he
pledged that he would take the
lead in cleaning the Boston Harbor. He made it a national issue.
And then in his budget he proposed cutting funds for the
cleanup of that harbor. I think
the president has to find a way to
match his political rhetoric and
our national resources," Celeste
said.
He told an audience made up
mostly of schoolchildren bused
in for the event that there was a
climate of public support for investments in the environment
and that Bush needs to take advantage of it.
"If he doesn't, then all of you

RESUME OF
Jeff Rice's Quick Print, Inc.
T-Square Graphics, Inc.
Ill & 121 S. Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419) 352-5762
(419) 352-8488

M V""

qutCk print. *x;

OBJECTIVE:

EXPERIENCE:

SPECIAL
PACKAGE:

To provide ihc finest quality resume at the best
prices in town.
Laser typesetting done on our Macintosh II SE.
Qualified and experienced typesetters and graphic
artists to help design a professional resume for the
best results. Hundreds of satisfied customers.

25 laser typeset resumes, plus 25 blank sheets and
25 blank envelopes all for only $25.00. (a
530.00 value).

PORTFOLIO:

young people will pay a far
higher price in years to come for
his penny-pinching today,"
Celeste said.
The governor signed an executive order directing the DeSartment of Administrative
ervices to develop bid specifications for the use of recycled
paper in virtually all documents
produced by the Ohio Department of Natural Resources and
the Ohio Environmental Protection Agency.
In addition, the order requires
state government, starting July
1, to buy only white recyclable
legal pads Instead of yellow
legal pads, and mandates the
state printing center produce
only two-sided copies whenever
feasible.
Celeste, who is in the last of
his eight years in office, said
later he would have liked to have
issued the order sooner.
"I think it's taken some time
for people to put together all of
the steps that are necessary for
us to be able to do this. Persuading state government to change
is like persuading any other
large bureaucracy to change.

WORKSHOPS

ETHN W395
SOC 580

1515 E. Wooster
NEXT TO CAMPUS
Now Leasing
for Summer & Fall
- 2 bedroom furnished
apartments
- Laundry facilities in each
building
- Includes membership to
Cherrywood Health Spa

CALL 352-9378 TODAY
Preferred Properties 835 High StJ

Introduction to Ethnic Studios (3 cr ) 101
(R. Andrade, Assoc Prof.)

COUNSELORS
ADMINISTRATORS
UNIVERSITY
FACULTY
SOCIAL SERVICES
PERSONNEL

^

COMMUNITY
LEADERS
5/14-6/15

5190 Introduction to Black Studies (3 cr.) 120
(P. Royster, Professor)

10-11 30 MTWRF

6/18-7/20

5189

Introduction to Ethnic Studies (3 cr.) 101
(Staff)

12:30-2:15 MTWR

6/18-8/10

5191

Ethnicity in America (3 cr) 304
(Staff)

8-9:30 MTWRF

7/9-8/10
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893-0241

REGISTER EARLY - CLASSES FILL
For Information Call Department of Ethnic Studies
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WANT TO SAVE
A BUCK ON A
DODGE CAR OR
TRUCK?...

PUBLIC SCHOOL
TEACHERS

5/14-6/15

HOURS: MON-SAT: NOON 'TIL 2:30 AM &
SUNDAY 2:00 PM TIL 2:30 AM 365 DAYS

Matrix perms are enriched with
active moisturizers and vital
conditioners that leave your hair |
smooth and alive!

Diane
Johnston

GRADUATES

8-9:30 MTWRF

APRIL '90

Let us design your very own
super soft Matrix perm and
experience full-bodied waves
filled with life! Enjoy longlasting curls with a healthy
looking, silky shine.

Annette
Dewar

UNDERGRADUATES

3229 Issuer Ethnicity « The Contemporary Athloto 5:30-7:30 pm MTWR
(3 cr.) 300
(J. Scott, Professor)

SUNDAY

WE'LL GIVE
YOU FIRMER.
LONGER LASTING
CURLS!

American Red Cross

Ethnicity: Crosscultural Counseling
Sec. 4612 3 credits
Sec. 4613 3 credits
4-Weekends Only: 5-9:30 pm F
8 am-4:30 pm S
June 15-July 7 (Perry)

COURSES
3227

JERUSALEM — Yosef Mendelevitch held up
a piece of matzo symbolizing Jewish freedom
from slavery in ancient Egypt and recited a
blessing in Hebrew.
About 100 new Soviet immigrants in the room
watched, some with bewildered looks. Then
they too broke off and ate, for the first time in
their lives, a piece of Passover matzo.
Mendelevitch was teaching the Passover traditions to the new arrivals in Russian, telling
them about the unleavened matzo. It commemorates the haste with which the Israelites fled
from the pharaoh's army, with no time to wait
for their bread to rise.
"They did not even recognize the story of
Moses in the bulrushes, a story even non-Jews
know," said Mendelevitch, who spent 11 years
in a Soviet prison for trying to get to Israel.
Passover begins this year at sundown April 9.
The very presence of the Soviet Jews is viewed
by Israelis as a fulfillment of the prayer at the
end of the Passover story, to meet "Next year
in Jerusalem."
But there is also an element of controversy,
because the Soviet Jews are living in Gilo, a
Jerusalem suburb built on land captured from
Jordan in the 1967 Middle East war.
President Bush recently criticized the set-

Ethnic Studies: The Discipline
Sec. 4602 3 credits
Sec. 4603 3 credits
4-Weekends Only: 5-9:30 pm F
8 am-4:30 pm S
May 11 -June 2 (Staff)
Andrade
Champion
Perry
Royster
Scott

ETHN W395
SOC W580

tling of Soviet immigrants on war-won land, including east Jerusalem, saying it was an obstacle to making peace with the Arabs.
Leon Shansviteh, who arrived two months
ago from Baku, in Soviet Azerbaijan, said, "We
have the right to live in Gilo. I don't understand
President Bush. This area was empty until
Jews built here. Jerusalem is a Jewish city."
Reading from the Haggada, which recounts
the Exodus from Egypt, Mendelevitch said
there are similarities between the flight from
the pharaoh's oppression and today's flight of
tens of thousands of Jews from the Soviet
Union.
"In the Passover story, the Pharaoh kept saying the Jews could leave, but whenever they
tried he stopped them," Mendelevitch said.
"Then God sent him 10 plagues to convince him
to let the Jewish people go.
"The same thing happened with Soviet
leaders in the Kremlin,'' Mendelevitch said.
"Finally, after world economic and medical
sanctions, they had no choice but to let us go."
Spurred by reports of anti-Semitism in the
Soviet republics, about 16,000 Soviet Jews arrived in Israel in the past year. According to the
American Jewish Committee, the rate has
reached more than 5,000 per month.
Mendelevitch was convicted and jailed in 1970
for attempting to hijack a plane and fly to Israel
after being denied an exit permit. He was freed
and came to Israel in 1981.

by Gwen Ackerman
Associated Press Writer

MAKE YOUR SUMMER '90
CULTURALLY DIVERSE!

Available upon request.

HAVEN HOUSE MANOR

Traditions taught to Soviet immigrants in Israel

1926
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Sports Tuesday
UNLV crushes Duke for title
April 3,1990

Musburger,
CBS parting
no joke
CBS Sports president Neal
Pilson put a twist into the routine of watching his network's
major sporting events Sunday.
No longer do sports enthusiasts who turn to CBS for
sports entertainment find themselves covering their ears, turning down the volume and finding
a radio broadcast substitute to
tune in, or heading to a favorite
night spot —where hearing a
televison virtually has become
an impossible task.
Yes, folks, those over-stated,
under-commentated, melodramatic broadcasts led by
Brent Musburger appear to be
over — for the time being.
And undoubtedly just in time,
as it was getting to be a tough
chore trying to shake the everpresent Musburger due to CBS's
apparent reign on any sporting
event from Alaskan dogsledding
to the Olympics.
The lone mistake CBS appears
to have made in this strange
twist of events is that it didn't
wait until after Monday night's
NCAA basketball finale pitting
UNLV and Duke. After all, he
did serve the network honorably
for 15 years.
But as most major corporate
entities seem to do, CBS had an
answer — and didn't spare us of
a looming "Musburger soap
opera" during the NCAA finale.
With Musburger's contract negotiations ongoing for months,
CBS wanted to avoid making a
decision the day before the
NCAA title game.
But Brent's brother and agent,
Todd Musburger, wanted a decision handed down by Sunday.
He apparently made it clear that
he would make an announcement if CBS did not.
So the network did. And the
announcement had everybody
running around and searching
for an answer on whether it had
flayed some sort of cruel April
ool's Day joke on Musburger.
When there was no question
the answer was a resounding
"no," the public wanted to know
why.
But where seems to be the
concern now — as in where
Musburger will take his, well,
we'll cafl it experience. Which
way does a 50-year-old broadcaster go after already reaching
the broadcast sports journalism
pinnacle — being the man on the
station.
While leafing through Musburger's resume in Monday's
Kpers, it appears the native of
rtland, Ore., has had some
umpiring experience in the
Midwest League, along with a
winning of an award as a sports
reporter for the Chicago American. But, 50-year-old rookie umpires are a rarity, while print
and broadcast journalism are a
lot farther apart than any punt,
kick and throw.
But, if Musburger did have
realistic shots at pursuing a
change in profession, one can
bet he would opt not to.
Broadcast journalists are a
fraternity of sorts. They don't
quit or get fired, they fade away.
While there is no executive
search in place for a situation
like Musburger's, it has happened before — and will happen
again.
But Musburger's situation is
an odd one. It was a welldocumented fact the network
had received evergrowing criticism for his ominipresence and
pompous on-air attitude, but no
one really expected CBS to pull
the trigger.
Musburger had obviously
grown to be a part of the network, and appeared ready to
play a key role as it continued to
mature.
So who will grow with CBS?
Practical replacements have
NBC's Bob Costas or ABC's Al
Michaels coming to the network,
presently without a chief anchor.
Costas, who has become the
prominent sports TV host of the
networks, is reportedly unhappy
because NBC lost its Major
League Baseball rights to CBS.
Michaels and ABC Sports president Dennis Swanson aren't currently on the best of terms.
Or CBS could function without
a chief anchor. It could simply
a See Huntebrtaker, page 10.

DENVER (AP) — The NCAA's ultimate Rebel won its biggest prize.
UNLV ended the tournament of thrills
and close finishes with the largest mar5in of victory in a championship game, a
03-73 win over Duke on Monday night.
Jerry Tarkanian, the coach who fought
the NCAA in the courts for the past 15
years, guided UNLV to its first national
title and Duke continued as the school
with the most frustrating of postseason
records.
The Runnin' Rebels became the first
team to score more than 100 points in the
championship game. They are also the
first preseason No. 1 to win the title since
North Carolina in 1982 and the first
Western team since UCLA won in 1975.

They did it with the style they have
made famous — tenacious man-to-man
defense — as they rattled Duke, a team
known for its savvy and poise.
The Rebels literally stole the title from
Duke, which was making its eighth Final
Four appearance. The Blue Devils went
home again without a trophy, extending
the longest streak of national semifinal
futility.
UNLV broke the tournament record for
steals in a game with 16, eclipsing the
mark set by Duke in the 1986 championship game and matched by Oklahoma in
the 1988 title game.
The Runnin' Rebels also set a record
for most points scored in a tournament
with 571, just better than their regular-

season average of 92.3.
Until Monday night, the largest margin
of victory in a championship game was
23 points, when UCLA beat North Carolina 78-55 in 1968.
For Tarkanian, the man who sits on the
bench looking as though it pains him to
watch his team win, getting the trophy
capped a long battle with the NCAA,
which ordered the school to suspend him
for violations. He went to court for an injunction and the case eventually reached
the Supreme Court, which ruled in favor
of the NCAA.
But no court could stop the Runnin'
Rebels on Monday night.
UNLV managed a 10-point lead Just
7:26 into the game as the Rebels forced

9

Duke into turnover after turnover, mostly by simply stealing the ball.
They scored the first points of the
game, and never trailed.
Duke, which averaged 17.2 turnovers
per game this season, had 14 at halftime
and 10 of those were on steals by the Rebels.
The first 10-point lead came on a sequence of four UNLV steals in four consecutive possessions — the last was by
Stacey Augmon, who took the ball from
Phil Henderson near midcourt and sailed
in for a dunk. That made it 21-11.
The lead extended to 41-25 with 3:46 left
in the half as UNLV contested every pass
made by Duke.

BG baseball
routs Oakland
five-run sixth inning to overcome the Wolverines.
Sunday against Oakland, BG
used a pair of five-run frames,
the
third and the sixth, to win its
Mother Nature did a better job
of shutting down the baseball third straight contest.
The Falcons got all the runs
team last weekend than any opthey needed in the bottom of the
posing pitcher has this year.
The Falcons were scheduled third.
The inning started with OU
to host a doubleheader against
Youngstown State on Saturday starting pitcher Tracy Piehl
and Oakland, Sunday. Sloppy, (1-1) beaning left fielder Chad
rainy conditions, however, Davis in the head. Davis also
forced three of the four games to made the final out of the inning
as BG batted around the first of
be cancelled.
But BG made the most of the two times in the game.
Following the hit batsman,
one game it did fit in — thrashing the visiting OU Pioneers 13-6 Brian Koelling (two for five)
Sunday at Warren E. Steller singled, stole his seventh base of
Field.
the year and scored on Shawn
The win improves the Fal- Gillenwater's triple.
cons' record to 10-6, while the
Gillenwater scored on a
groundout before four Falcon
Pioneers drop to 4-5.
Head coach Ed Platzer was singles and one walk, all with
disappointed at losing three op- two outs, brought three more
runs across the plate.
portunities to play baseball.
Meanwhile, BG starter Greg
"Anytime you're scheduled to
Slay you want to get the games Sharp was shutting Oakland
i, regardless of how you do," he down on two hits and one run
said. "The grounds crew did a over four innings en route to his
great job getting the field ready fourth victory with no losses.
to just play the one game."
In the Falcon win over MichiQ See Falcons, page 10.
gan last Tuesday, they used a
by Man Schroder
asslslanl sports editor

"ourtesy of The Key/Paul Vemon
BG's Kyle Hockman dives back to first ahead of an attempted pickoff throw Sunday against Oakland University.
Hockman hit his first home run of the season in the Falcons' 13-6 win. The Oakland first baseman is Dave Szpak.

Emerson, Blake Tracks teams second at IU
Ail-Americans Field events lead men; women get one first
Former Falcon hockey standouts senior Nelson Emerson
and junior Rob Blake have been
named to the Titan/American
Hockey Coaches Association AllAmerica first team for theirperformances during the 1989-90
season.
Joining Emerson at forward
on the West squad (All-America
squads are split into West and
East squads) were Gary Shuchuk from Wisconsin and Hooey
Baker Award winner Kip Miller
from Michigan State. On defense, North Dakota's Russ
Parent joined Blake with Minnesota-Duluth's Chad Erickson
in goal.
Emerson, who had 82 points
(30 goals) this season, joins
center Brian Hills (1981-82) and
goalie Gary Kruzich (1985-86,
1986-87) as the only other twotime BG selections. Emerson, a
second-team All-America pick
after his sophomore season,
holds the school record for career points, 294, good for sixth in
NCAA history.
After becoming the first three-

time Hobey Baker Award finalist, Emerson ended the season
with a BG record 29-game point
streak. Following the season, he
signed a contract with the St.
Louis Blues and, after playing in
Peoria, the Blues' International
Hockey League affiliate, was
called up, but has yet to see action.
Meanwhile, Blake led the nation's defensemen in average
points per game with 1.4. His 23
goals were most in the country
for blue-liners, while his seasonending 16-game point streak is
the longest ever by a BG defense man.
The junior signed a contract
with the Los Angeles Kings following BG's season and has
played in four games.
The second team was comprised of Jim Dowd (Lake SuBirior), Lee Davidson (North
akota), and Dave Shields
(Denver) at forward, defensemen Kip Noble (Michigan Tech)
and Kord Cernich (Lake Superior) and goalie Jason Muzzatti
(Michigan State).

Golfers 22nd at UK
by Steve Easton
sports writer

The men's golf team ventured
into the Kentucky bluegrass
when it participated in the rainshortened Kentucky-Johnny
Owens Invitational this past
weekend, and the finish resulted
in the team feeling blue.
The Falcons finished 22nd out
of 25 teams as they shot a tworound team total of 637 strokes.
Kent State captured the team title with a cumulative team score
of 595, while Kentucky earned
runner-up honors with 602. Other
MAC schools competing were
Miami (fifth place, 614), Ball
State (ninth, 623), and Eastern
Michigan and Ohio University,
who tied for 13th with 628.
The top finisher for BG was
junior Bill Lehman, who recorded rounds of 78 and 79 to place
49th in the field. Dave Moreland
of Kent earned medalist honors
with a 36-hole total of 142 (2-under).
Sophomore Pat Konesky earned top round honors for the

Falcons as he rebounded from
an opening round of 82 to shoot
77 over the final 18.
Sophomore Brett Fulford (79.
80), junior Doug Ray (80,82) and
sophomore Wayne Mueller (81,
83) rounded out the team scoring
for the Falcons.
Coach Greg Nye said this
weekend should provide a good
learning experience for the Falcons as they enter into future invitationals.
"I feel that this weekend gave
us a good bearing on what we
need to improve on." Nye said.
"It helped us to identify the
problems that we need to address in the future."
Nye believes his players were
not affected by the rain, but he
said the team could have performed better.
"I felt that we were flat this
weekend, but we can't use the
rain as an excuse because
everybody played under the
same conditions," he said. "I do
feel that we could improve on
our putting, which I feel will
occur as we play more competitive rounds.

by Kevin Rutherford
sports writer

The men's track team overcame a lack of personnel and' threw" its way to a second place finish
at Indiana over the weekend.
Powered by the discus, javelin and hammer
throwers, the team finished second behind host
school Indiana in a field of five. IU had 136 points.
BG ended up with 61 while Illinois State was third
(53), Cincinnati fourth (37) and Western Kentucky
fifth (14).

Kyle Wray won the discus with a throw of 161-7,
and the Falcons finished one-two in the event.
John Slater finished second in the hammer
throw with a career best throw of 174-5.
But the Falcons were not totally shut down in the
running events.
Todd Black ran his fastest time ever in the 800
meters. The sophomore half-miler finished second
in the event with a time of 1:51.4.
Shawn Blanchett placed second in the 100 with a
time of 10.9.

The women also placed second behind IU in a
meet that consisted of three teams. The Hoosiers
Head coach Sid Sink was pleased with his team's had 112 points; BG finished with 54.
Sink said the team was not happy because of the
performance in a meet featuring some quality
distance between it and IU. Bui thought the team
competition.
competed well.
"We were real pleased with beating Illinois State
The women had one first place finish. Denise
and Cincinnati,' Sink said. "Team-wise we did Lynch won the high iump with a jump of 5-5 1/4.
better than expected and I think we are off to a Vicki Czekai finished second in the event, clearing
good start even though we're missing half a dozen the bar at 5-5 3/4.
of our better athletes."
The Falcons had seven athletes in second-place
Some of the better performances of the day were finishes.
The men will compete in the non-scoring Miami
turned in by the throwers and they carried the
Open this weekend while the women have the
team, according to Sink.
weekend off.

Steve Frye won the javelin competition with a
throw of 184 feet, 3 inches. He also came in second
in the discus with a throw of 157-4, while earning
the most points for the Falcons.

On Tuesday, April 10, both teams will host their
first meets. Toledo ana Eastern Michigan will be
the schools the men compete against while the
women have a dual meet with Toledo.

BG News /Jay Murdoch
BG tailback Deon Allen makes a cut during Saturday's intrasquad scrimmage. Allen, a 6-foot senior, rushed for 14 net yards last year. The Falcons will continue spring drills today, Thursday and Friday of this
week. The second spring scrimmage is slated for 9:45 a.m. Saturday at Doyt L. Perry Field.
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Welch leading BG by example
by Mike Drabenstott
sports writer

Looking at his slender frame
won't elicit thoughts of Jose
Canseco.
His modest demeanor belies
any comparison to Reggie Jackson.
Yet Falcon center fielder Jason Welch has given BG a hearty
dose of power hitting this season
which would make any slugger
proud.
Welch, a 6-foot, 170-pound
senior, has hit five of the team's
eight home runs this season,
while his most recent blast — a
three-run shot in BG's 13-6 win
over Oakland Sunday — increased his team-leading RBI
total to 18 and slugging percentage to .857.
And after hitting only four
homers in his previous three
seasons, Welch and head coach
Ed Platzer have enjoyed the uncharacteristic output.
"You don't expect something
like that to happen," Platzer
said. "It's been a pleasant surprise."

RESERVE

Welch attributes his increase
in power to off-season work,
which included extra work on
his swing and weight training.
"I don't know that I can attribute it to anything other than
getting a lot of cute in over the
winter. I worked a little harder
on it," he said.
The center fielder also has
made changes at the plate. In
addition to changing his stance,
Welch moved his hands farther
down the bat when swinging.
This gives a hitter more power,
but usually compromises bat
control. Yet with the weight
training, Welch's wrist strength
has compensated for the decrease in control.
In fact, his batting average of
.367, second on the team, snows
he's iust plain hit the ball.
"I ve felt comfortable and
fluid when I come to the plate,"
he said. "It's just a matter of
feeling good and having it all
come together."
With the way Welch has been
producing, Platzer said he has
solidified his spot as the third
batter in the order. His .508 onbase percentage and base-

stealing prowess (tie's nine-fornine so far), have bolstered his
versatility and usefulness.
"The third spot is one of the
key spots in the order," Platzer
said. "He's good there not only
for his power, but because the
things we ask him to do, the little
things.
"If there's a man on second,
he'll hit the ball to the right side,
giving himself up to move the
runner around. These are things

Huntebrinker

coaches look at more than five
home runs."
Such sacrifices make a player
a leader, a role which Welch has
accepted. Without actual captains on the team, the senior has
guided the squad with senior experience.
"I hope I can show the
!ounger players what I've
earned, but I can't single out
myself,'' Welch said. ''(Leading) is not always through talk,
you want to lead by example."

D Continued from page 9.
disperse duties among James
Brown and Jim Nantz—announcers anxiously waiting for a
bigger role.
The easy way out for CBS
would be to lure Costas or Michaels to take the spot. Who
knows, with the record pace CBS
has been setting with contracts,
maybe they'll sign both Michaels and Costas as co-hosts.
The "old-fashioned" way to
replace Musburger would be to

Falcons

The women's softball team
competed in the Ohio State Invitational over the weekend, winning one of four contests.
The Falcons dropped their
first two games to Ohio State
(0-1) and Western Illinois (2-3),
before defeating Utah 2-1. BG
ended the tournament with a 1-0
loss to Michgan.
Seniors Lisa Williams and
Brenda Billow had five hits
apiece, while fellow senior Mi-

OFFICERS' TRAINING

CORPS

chelle Clagett had four hits and
knocked in the winning run
against Utah.
Lisa Hufford pitched three
games and continues to lead the
pitching staff with a 1.29 ERA.
Freshman Amy Simmons made
her collegiate debute, going five
innings, striking out three and
allowing one earned run.
BG (2-14) hosts Toledo at 2
p.m. today in a home-opening
doubleheader.

Give a hoot.
Don't pollute.

Whatever respective courses
CBS and Brent Musburger take,
the latter will probably wish his
firing on April 1 of 1990 was a
Joke — or at least a melodramatic prank.
Mark Huntebrinker is a sports
writer /or The News.

—

D Continued from page 9.

BG loses three of four

promote within with Brown.
Nantz and the likes. But we're
talking about the network that
has the rights to more sports
than a custodian has keys. We're
talking greedy people.

Sharp credits an improved
slider for his early success.
"My slider has improved a lot
since last year," the sophomore
righthander said. "I ve also
changed the angle of my arm
when I release the ball which
has helped me keep the ball
down and improve my control."
Platzer said Sharp will be on
the hill this weekend when the
Mid-American Conference slate
opens against Ohio.
"He's keeping the ball down
much more consistently now,"
Platzer said. "He'll definitely be
one of the starters this weekend
against OU."
BG hitters were doing anything but keeping the ball down,
as they banged out 13 hits

against three Pioneer pitchers.
All nine Falcons collected at
least one hit in the win.
The top four batters in the
Falcon line-up went eight for 16.
Jason Welch was two for four,
including a three-run homer to
left in the sixth which put BG on
top 11-4. It was the center fielder's fifth round-tripper of the
season.
Kyle Hockman smacked his
first dinger of the year, taking
OU hurler Aaron Kolehmainen
deep to right on a 1-2 pitch.
Hockman was two for four as
well.
The bottom half of the BG lineBi may have gotten a few more
ts if they had seen better pitches to hit. Five of the six BG
walks came to the last five men
in the order.
"We had far too many walks
today, but then again we haven't
played in a week," OU head
coach Paul Chapoton said.
The Falcons put their threegame win streak on the line this
afternoon as they host Cleveland
State at 3 p.m.

START YOUR CLIMB
TO CAREER SUCCESS THIS SUMMER.

Apply now for six weeks of Army ROTC leadership training.
With Pay, without obligation.
You'll develop the discipline, confidence, and decisiveness
It takes to succeed In a career. And you'll qualify to earn Army
officer credentials while your completing your college studies.

SPtgmet

ARMY ROTC
TWO-YEAR PROGRAM

S/iit'/on
and

&YH'

• /itoud/u nH'^cn/

THE SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE YOU CAN TMII.

CONTACT ARMY ROTC
Major Jeff Ovenden 372-2476 Room 151 Memorial Hall

JO

tj4nnita/

Edward Lamb Peace Lecture for 1990
CIVIL RIGHTS IN GLOBAL PERSPECTIVE:
NON-VIOLENT PROTEST POLITICS FROM
MONTGOMERY, ALABAMA TO BERLIN,
JOHANNESBURG, AND TIENAMIN SQUARE
by
DR. RICHARD H. KING
Wednesday, April 4, 7:30 p.m.
Joe E. Brown Theater, University Hall
Professor King, world-renowned social critic,
historian, and philosopher from the University of
Nottingham, shall discuss an emerging tradition of
political thought and action that has become global.
Beginning with Mahatma Gandhi and Martin Luther
King, it has extended itself into South Africa,
the Soviet Union, China, Central Europe, and
continues to topple dictatorship.
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Classifieds
Hispanic Awareness Week
Colfee Hours at UCF 313 Thuralln
1 00-3:30pm. TOOAYI Sponsored by Latino
Student Union

CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS
•THAMasMng"
Election ol Orllcers
Wad. April 4,1:00
Applied Human Ecology

Sharing The World In Ua
World Student Aaeoclellon presents Its annual
International Oemer. Come and enjoy exotic
ethic food and tva entertainment Irom al over
the work)
Date Sat Apr! 7
Tana: 7:00pm- 10:30pm
Place United Methodist Church
HSOSE.Wooater)

A.M.A.
Form* Mealing
Dr JlmSlona
Man 12 Mantel Reessrcn
Tues April 3 7 30 PM

me uo

Leader In EDITING SERVICES for
Theses. Books. Articlee. Reports
•RESUMES, Compoeed I Laser PrintedState-of-the-art WORD PROCESSING
Versatile, Al-Ph D Staff
KORREKTSERVICE Cal 352-8744
Need a caring response
to your pregnancy conceme?
Cal BG PREGNANCY CENTER
al 364-HOPE
For Info on FREE PREGNANCY TESTS
and supporting servtcee

Ticket S6

Bring your doaar
ALAN CANFORA apaaka on STUOEMT ACTIVISM From me 1980 s lo the 1890s on Tuesday Apr! 3. 7:30pm. 121 Waal Hal Hear
about the upcoming 20th commemoration ol
Jackson State/Kent Slate May 4 weekend at
Kent Stale. Also Vietnam, student protests, and
the struggle lor luatlce Sponsored by PSO.
SJCandOSS
Everyone welcome.
ATTtNTION OS£A MEMBERS
The leal meeting *« De Wedneeday April 4th .1
9pm Hope lo see all ol you mere'
Be a perl of the world
Apply lo be a board or committee member ol
Work) Student Association
Pick up appkcehon at 403 South Hal
Deadline April4
Election day: April 15
More Info, please contact: Peggy Pak al

Ticket sales April 24 (1 30-4:30) by phone at
372-2249 or atop In at 411 South Hal Ticketa
are not avaashle at the door.

DRUBS
THE CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROGRAM. COLLEGE Of HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES.
AND THE PREVENTION CENTER IS PLEASED
TO PRESENTOARRVL TOLEB FROM THE
FEDERAL LAW ENFORCEMENT TRAINING
CENTER HE WHJ. SPEAK ON 'DRUGS AND
ENFORCEMENT" OM WEDNESDAY. APRIL 4
FROM NOON-2PM IN THE STUDENT SERVICES BLDG 2ND FLB LOUNGE BRING A
SACK LUNCH' EVERYONE WELCOME'

2nd Annual FUl Ultimate Friabee Classic
Sat Apr! 7 11.00 AM
BGSU Intramural Fields
Featuring LOVESTREET
lor into 372-8331

Experience Europe
Come and enkiy European snacks, mualc.
video, and much more al European Coffee
Hours sponsored by Work) Student Association
Tues. April 3. 1 30-4 30pm
Inll Lounge. 411 South Hal
Everyone Welcome!
LADIES LADIES LADIES
1 Annual Ladles Nile Out
N Y Strip Dinner & Beverage

LOST Diamond Cluster ring lost in Union 3rd
floor Udles room Please cal 353-8788 Sentimenlal value"

SERVICES OFFERED

RESUMES
Quality typeset or
laser imageset
from your typewritten copy or
compatible Macintosh program
$15 for one page.
Don't put II off any longer1

UnKlraphlcs
211 Weal Hal
372-7418

Games Movies???-?
APRIL 7, 1 980 6 00-12:00
at Tontogany Legion Hall
For more Inlormatlon A tickets
Contact Mick at 823-3264
or Jeff al 623-3146

Discover Europe A Earn 6 CredN hre.
Summer Study Program In France.
aeaaee ere m Engeeh
Or. Chanea ChrtBa w« talk about program
Open to al
Wed . April 4, 9pm
Room 1000 BA Bldg For more info
DrChMe 372-81 SO or 352-6012.

Peggy Sue Sesrcy
Look out BG. Peggy • hnely 21 Never forget
al our great times axe. ..orange pkitoa with
doors that don't shut, aor you buddy, your
place or mine, double eating boerda. chandeeere. Keystone Light, free lean Bozo, protect
shack I reefy axe whet you are wearing. . Mr.
22 Man. the night of the love potion, he was
here and than he took off running, WOW, CarJS
lac Jacks, the Atlanta Braves. Iceman, comer
gm, Palm Beach wal never be the same and we
couldn't forget Opus" I hope there are mat aa
many good ttmee to come. Sorry that la Mel
Love Ya. Radar Lover.

OZDZDZDZDZ

•How to get Into Law School"
Wed. April 4 at 7:30pm
Ohio Suite
Ohio Law School Admlsalon Counselors
Sponeored by Pre-Laa Society S PM Alpha
Deris.

LOST
I lost my black, leather-bound lower before
spring break and I'm In trouble If I do not find il
The contents Include misc papers, a book ol
stampa. a smal yellow scratch pad etc
If you find II PLEASEoither cat Man at
372-4341 or leave It m the BG Newa office In
Weal Hal Thank You

Discover Europe 6 Earn 6 Credit hrs
Summer Study Program In France.
Classes are Engssh
Dr. Chariaa Chmte wet talk about program
Open to al.
Wed. Aprils. 9pm
Room 1000BABldg Formorelnto.
Dr Chlttfe 372-6180 or 352-6012

Make a "FRESH START"
Smoking Cessation cleaeea begin the
week!!' FREE!!! Call "The WELL" at
173-*M2
Sponeored by the Student Health Service

Delta Zata officers are doing a great lob. Keep
up the good work. Love Your OZ stele's
DZDZDZDZDZ

2nd Annual FIJI Ultimate Friabee Oeee>c
Sat April 7 ll 00 AM
BGSU Intramural Fields
Featuring LOVESTREET
for Into 372-8331

Jom the real work). kUn WSA

DenDnecol
I Lose You! You're the beat thing that has happened to ma!
Love Ya, Jennifer

PERSONALS

WOMEN FOR WOMEN
preeente
KATE CLINTON, "fumerlet"
(feminist humorietl)
April 6. 1990. 8pm , Joe E Brown Theatre
Tickets $8-12. alms door
Co-aponaors Womeria Studies Program, Student Activities Organization. Lesbian and Gey
AJaence. Kohl Hal. Founders. MacDonak)
Complex. Offenheuer Towers a Lavender Trianoje_

LOST & FOUND

353-1952

• • Joenn Vlngle • • •
Happy Birthday'"
I Love Youll
1
Love. Sen ' •

Adoption Happily married couple of 14 years
We promise your chad a loving home and financial security Devoted, stay home mom. Caring
dad and one big sister Al medical an d legal
expenses pax) Call cosset 1 622 9266
Alan Cantors. Director, Kent May 4 Center w*
speak on "Student Acthrlem From the 60s to
the 90'e" on Tuesday Apr! 3 at 7:30 pm. 121
West Hal Al are welcome. Sponeored by
PSO. SocWJualloeCommandGSS
AOTT ■ Jeanne ElUs * AOTT
The sisters ol Alpha Omlcron PI would eke to
congratulate you on your recent peering to
PAUL SISCHER ol Wayne Slate University
ATTENTION OMICRON DELTA KAPPA MEMBERS:
Spring Initiation la BHa Friday. April 6th The
breakfast is at 7am In the Union (2nd floor) and
the ceremony Is at 4pm at Prout Chapel. Pins
and Certificates will also be distributed Friday If
you can help at al with inflation, please cal Michelle. 3520781 Hope to see you there!
ATTENTION SENIORS
SENIOR SENO OFF
Don'lmlsalt'
Apr! 6. 7-9pm
CAVS ' UAO ' CAVS ' UAO ' CAVS
CAVS VS BOSTON CELTICS
Friday. April 6 at 4.30
S19 for transportation A ticket
Signup al the UAO office

FIJI • FUl • FIJI
Tie txothers ot Phi Gemma Defle would M K
congratulate Tyler Beesmenn on me pinning to
Alycis Johnson

* Abortions thru 1 7 weeks
* Morning after treatment
AH personal and private
Proud to be Pro-Cholce
16 N Huron SI. Toledo OH
1-265-7769

If you have e summer position mat
la related lo your major, you may have
it regielered es a Coop Educ. axp.
Stop by the Co-op offlc a:
Rm. Ill Administration Building
TOOAYI
No lee lor thai trsnscript notation

Legal action wet be continued against you unless you get In touch with me IMMEDIATELY
Cal Malt at 372 6967 or 372 6968
Half) WFAL raise M for the Ronek) McDonald
Children's Charity with the 2nd Annual
WFAL Volleyball Town, with all proceeds going to R.M. Children's Charity. Teams may
consist of up to 7 people (coed or not), but
only 6 may play el one given time. See WFAL
for rules Entry Fse 115. Cept. sign up St 11
Weet Hall- Fee needed et lime of signup Any
7 Call Psuis or Suite 2-2115. See then tor
Sign-up. Toumement date le April 21-Sel. at
Roc Center, Stan up by April 10.
MlaaswIaAiearsniii Week
Coffee Hours al UCF 313 Thuratln
1:00-3 30pm. TODAY! Sponsored by Latino
Student Union

UNIFIED ISS0
Sweetahkta st« tor sale'
Cal Jason at 3724841
WIN A HAWAIIAN VACATION OR 110
SCREEN TV PLUS RAISE UP TO
11,400 IN JUST 10 DAYSMI
Objective Fundraiser
Commitment Minimal
Money Ratted.400
Coat: Zero mveetment
Campua organtzationa. dubs.
Irats sororities celOCMC
11800)9320528/1(800)850-8472.0X1 10

Your feeble attempt at maturity not to mention
sobriety at boring me. Bum your bridges now
before you are doomed lo adulthood
-ACattienrie

The Twine. Goo. Cept Bladder. TPA. Taoo
Gull coeel rukte
I wanna be rich
Pepperonl at beet
You cen always (xck orl the anchovies
If not hungry, but its tree, do you ear?
Not il it's Irom Marka
If can't get pizza, order breed sticks
OSUQHs
Body aurflng with a beer
Steep!
You're not worth «!
But you're lest dogs'
There's a me Mordarski m el of ua
Feet free to eajr atoraj In any language
Were you shot?
We're from Ohio
Sports Page-enough said
Dorkol the Week

WANTED
• • ATTENTION ■ ■
Need a 1 bedroom, Mr conditioned apartment
mat s dose to campus that summer"? You do?
Wei then grve me a cal ffl 362-9198 and you
can move in ASAP
1 F rmte needed for 90-91 school year E
Merry Apt CM 354-4273, ask tor Tent or
Thonda
1 GRAD or STAFF non-smoker needed lo she/a
apt with studious 30 yr ok) grad student
$187 mo . own room, aval lal sem . very
dose to campua Cal Chriatopher 353-2555
or leave message

continued on p. 12

Preferred Properties
Phone 352-9378

KELLY RICHARDSON.
APRIL FOOL'S HAS NOT BEEN MISSED
THE KING OF TRICKS PLAYED A GERMAN
RUSE
BREWED TRICKERY. GUARANTEED TO
SURPRISE ANEW
THE KING WILL LAUGH AS HE COURTS THE
FOOL
-JESTER

SUMMER LEASING
FOX RUN
HAVEN HOUSE MANOR

PIEDMONT
BIRCHWOOD PLACE

KKG ' KKG ' KKG
G-A-M-M-A
Greeks Advocating Mature
Management ol Alcohol
KAPPA SUPPORTS OAMMAI

Serious people to lose weight or earn money.
Nutritional weight loes Cal 8376041

The Sieters of PI Beta Phi would Ike to congratulate Sue MeWasJSae on her lavaAaring to
Theta Chi Jaaae Howard

Summer Jab? Make N Count!

GRANT KIRSCH

CongratuMtlona Alpha Xl'a
Laura Bennett * Mary Reichert
Amy Aatorino ■ Pern Wilson
lor being accepted to the
National Student Exchange Program!
Love. Your Sisters

The Greek C.A_R.E.Fek
April l.ieeomClty Park
1:00-1:00 sen
Don't Mlsa HI

Softball Season la herel
Quarters Cafe Clesa D ASA sanctioned tournament April 28 A 29. Cal Mark at 353-8736 for

FUl • FIJI • FIJI
The brothers of PHI GAMMA DELTA
would ska to congratulate Tony OMeppo for be*
ng eccepted into the Physical Therapy program
at the Medtaal Cosage ol Ohio

CENTER FOR CHOICE II

STUDENT ACTIVISM From the 60 a to the
90s with Alan Canton. Director. Kent May 4
Center Tues April 3. 7:30 p.m.. 121 Weal
Hal
• Soon, by PSO, Social Justice Comm. Q.S.S.
• Al are Welcome '

Apt**, mo

HOUSES
All residents receive a membership to
CHERRYWOOD HEALTH SPA
Monday thru Friday 9:00 a.m.-4:30 p.m.

SENIOR SEND OFF
Apr! S. 7-9pm
Mean Alumni Center
Al Seniors Welcome

BGSU

Typing I 35 per pege 354-0371
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BICVCL6
RUCTION
Bowling Green State University will be
holding o Public Auction on Tuesday. April
10. 1990 beginning ot 3:30 PM in the
Student Services Forum. Auctioneer: N.
Keith Bradley, Boujling Green, Ohio. For
more information please contact: Kathy
Phillips, Inventory Management Dept.,
372-2121.

WANTED!
BGSU's most qualified
students as
ADVERTISING SALES
REPRESENTATIVES
for

The BG News
If you are a self-motivated,
results-oriented person,
YOU
have the potential to be
one of the highest paid
students on campus.
All majors encouraged to apply.
Must have own car.
Applications and job descriptions
available at 214 West Hall.
DEADLINE: April 6. 5 p.m.

ocneuuie L^nanges

As of March 27,1990
ART
Addition
8/1 (-7/20
ART 112

#56820) 3-0 FOUNDATIONS

8-12MTW
8-11 R

STAFF
STAFF

GRADUATE STUDIES IN BUSINESS

CAREER & TECHNOLOGY EDUCATION

Tim* Chtngt
C4TE 501

#3062

1-4 TR

CHEMISTRY
Tim* China*
CHEM100
#5050
CHEM115
(3073
CHEM116

15051

CHE M 125

(3074

CHEM128

#5052

CHEM306

#3075

CHEM341

#3076

CHEM342

#5053

12:30-2 MTWRF
1-3 MTWRF
3-SMTR
1-3 MTWRF
3-5 UTR
8-10MWR
8-11TF
10-1 MWR
8-10MWR
8-11 TF
10-1 MWR
1-4MTWF
3:308 MT
2-5 R
8-11MTWRF
11-2MTW
8-11 MTWRF
11-2MTW

#3465(3) RESEARCH METHOOS

77m»
CDIS
CDIS
CDIS

8-0:30 MTWRF
10-1130MTWRF

KISSELLE
KISSELLE

8-10 MTWR

6-10 PMTR

KUBASEK

6-8:30 MTWRF
6-8:30 MTWRF
10-1130MTWRF
ARRANGE
ARRANGE

SCHNEDER
STOUT
SCHNEDER
SCHNEDER
SCHNEDER

HIST 205

#6234
#5235

#5237

THOMAS, J

LEGAL STUDIES
#5685(3) ENVIRONMENTAL LAW

STAFF
Addition*
6714-8716
L6EM406
L8EM 428
L4EM445
L6EM 670
LsEM 588

ARRANGE
10:30-12M
8-10MTWR

8-6 F

TACK

L4.EM481
L4EM570
L6EM 588
6716-7/20
L8EM 450

SHEFFER

EDUCATIONAL CURRICULUM A INSTRUCTION
Corrected Due 5/14-8/15

Initruelor Chang*
EDCI 580
(6111
EDCI 480
(3135
EDCI 580
(3144

FYFFE
METZGER
METZGER

CLASSIF1 CATALOGING
UTl EDUCATION MEDIA
COMPUTER SYS FRUBR
INDEPENDENT STUDY EM
FELD EXPERIENCE

MEDICAL
Addition*
6714-6710
MEDTR402
MEDTR403
MEDTR470

#3474(2) FELDWORK
ARRANGE
(3488(1) INDEPENDENT STUDY EM ARRANGE
#3475(2) FELDWORK
ARRANGE

SCHNEDER
SCHNEDER
SCHNEDER

#5584(3) MEDIA CTR IN SCHOOL

SCHNEDER

8-830 MTWRF

TECHNOLOGY

#2843(1) ORENT * MANAGEMENT ARRANGE
(2844(8) APLD CLIN MCROBKX
ARRANGE
#2845(1) RESEARCH-SPEC TOPICS ARRANGE

NURSING
Addition*
6/2S-7/27
NURS372
#5588(2) NURSING TECHNCt 1

PHILLIPS
JAMASBI
HARR

8-6 MTWRF

FRAHER

4-6:30W
4-830W

HAYWARD
HAYWARD

ARRANGE

STAFF

6/26-6/10

SPECIAL EDUCATION
Addition
7/8-18
EDSEWS85 #8630(3) COMP APP HANDCPD ST HMTWRF

NURS368
NURS386
WILSON

ENGLISH
12:30-2:30 MTWR
2:308:30 MR

KINNEY
PEPPERS

(6675(1) PHYSICALASSESSMNT 1
#5578(1) PHYSICALASSESSMTII

PHYSICAL THERAPY
Addition
6/11-7/6
PHYT381

#5563(3) SHAKESPEARE
(5674(3) CREATIVE WRUNG

(3470(3)
(3471(3)
#3472(3)
#3488(1)
(3473(2)

874-7/6

#5060
#5067

Canc*Hation
ENG 301
(3213

#3486(3) HLTH ED ELEM SC TCHR
(3467(3) HLTH ED ELEM SC TCHR

HISTORY
Instructor Chtngt

Addition
6/18-7/20
LEGS 431

Intlructor Chang*
EDAS 622
#3118

Addition
8/18-7/20
ENQ 301
ENG 308

STAFF

UBRARY A EDUCATIONAL MEDIA

#3463(3) HIGH ED RESEARCH

(3147

6-10 PMMW

Canc*ll*tion*

C*nc*ll*tlon

EDO 584

(6561(3) INDUSTRIAL MKTMG

HED 346
HED 346

EDUCATIONAL ADMINISTRATION & SUPERVISION

E0AS 613
EDAS 680

STAFF

HEALTH EDUCATION

#3071
#5048

Ch*ng*
504
#1024
505
#1025
601
#5547

Aaaiuon
EDAS 680

(1888(3) CASES:BUSMFOSYSTM 6-10PMTR

8/18-7/20
GBA 644

Addition*
8/4-7/8
HED 346
HED 346

C*no*ll*tion*
CDIS 601
CDIS 587

Addition
6714-8/15
GBA 863

Canc*llation
GBA 683
#5208

COMMUNICATION DISORDERS
Addition
6/14*15
CDIS 687

ENGLISH (Cont'd)
Initmctor Chang**
ENG 200
#8170
KINNEY, T.
ENG 200
(3206
VASUDEVA.H.
ENG 200
#3206
PHLBIN.A.

#3480(4) CUNICAL PRACT1CUM

POLITICAL SCIENCE
Cano*H*tion
POLS 580
#5483

THE BG NEWS
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continued from p. 11
1 M. Of F. rmts for summer '90 and/or Fal
CnarfcM Apt* • Soon Itamaton ft Troop Vary
fleidCle
Ca« Oar 372-5920 Or Jenny
372-3*35

Wanted 1 to 4 individuals to sub-lease house
tor summer. Great location, four houses trrm
Marks on Manvate Price nego . contact Paul or
Scott at 372 I eoe or Dave at 372-5993
Wanted One non-smoking female roommate
for 1990-91 school year 1/2 block from campus Cal MKheaa 2-3654

1 non-amo«lng female to suljleasa 4tn St apt
tor aummar. (117 a month a metes Can
353 0338, St* lor Haly
2 ferrets rrxxnmetee needed F/S 80-B1 Ha.
van House Cal aoonl DaCta 372 4492
Almee372-I08D
2 non emoWng temalM tor 4th St. apt for noxt
acnooi yaar $i20/monm a utntiee Cat
353-9338. at* tor Kety
COOK
lor aorortty ctiaplar at BOSU Paraon responsible for luncrvanrier Prepare tor appro< ««
woman For Into cat Oet> 372-3895

HELP WANTED
$1000's weekly stuffing envelopes Send selfaddressed stamp envelope to Maiche Associates 4431 Lehlgh Rd Suite 236. Coftege Park
Maryland 20740
250 COUNSELORS and Instructors needed!
Private, coed, summer camp In Pocono
Mountains Northeastern Pennsylvania. Lohlkjn. PO Bo. 23480. Kenllworth. NJ 07011
(201)276-0896

FOX MM APT.
Two famala lubtaaaera nsadsd. AC, wseher/dryer OHKwaalw Eaay HylngilMOOO
satire summer! Cel 384-8513 asK for Rhonda
or MaWI

Applications are being accepted
for
SUMMER 1 aao 60 NEWS EDITOR
FALL 1 WO 80 NEWS EDITOR
19H0-91 QAVEL EDITOR
1191 KEY EDITOR
1I90-91 MISCELLANY EDITOR
1110-01 OBSIDIAN EDITOR
Applications may be obtained at
The BO NEWS office. 214 Weal Hall.
DeodUno: Thurt., April 12, Spm.

FREE BENT FOR SUMMER
1 BORM ON SECOND ST HAS AC
TAKE IT AND I'LL PAY PART OF
THE RENT CALL BILL 353-7994
FREE TICKET
Food server naadad tor an International Omar.
Sat. Apr! 7 Ba a server and gat tree hduM intereeled? Apply by Wad April 4 Contact Peggy 353-1952 or Ting Ting 353-7260 or
Steve 353-533B
HELP
1 need 1 fmle to MMMM apartmant tor aummar
wttfi 3 othar frnlaa very ctoea ft nlca. alao cheap
($103 75 plus dep ptuaelec) 354-7925 evea.
leave meaaftgt.
Looting lor a Summer |oD?
Wrings NY Detol Put -In-Bay. OH
Isrsrtngl
It you enfoy having a good time yet ata need a
place to work, Irvtng'a la the place tor you1 Pay
la $3 75/hr ft free houemg It interested caJ
People at 354-8322
1

Need 3 females to sublet our houaa Cloae to
campus, furnished, air condition. AIL unities
petdescepl electric'Cal 354-8315
One mate roommate needed for 90-91 school
yaw 2nd St Apt Cal Bob or Mark at

354 5834
Roommetofs) needed tor aummar ft fal '90.
Own room avid Low rant ft free memoaraNp to
Charrywood Spa For more into contact Dan at
354-4540 or MK at 353-64134
SUMMER SUBLEASES NEEDED
3 Females needed to sublease apartmant for
summer Only S66/month ft utwtles Own
room, furnished, across the street from cam
pus Cal now' Ask lor Manesa 353 9927
SUMMER SUBLEASES WANTED
2 tematsa needed to rent houaa for aummar.
OWN ROOM $95 pU uM7ms. Cal Marci
372-1963
WANTED'WANTED-1 or 2 Female roommates
for summer HOUSE on 3rd and S Coftege. futy
finished Cal anyhme 353-8043. aak for Liz.
WANTEO
Students Interested m spending their summer In
Europe. Earn 6 credit hour*. Informational
meeting. Wed Apr! 4. 9pm at BAA 1000 For
more Into cal Dr Chants Chrttle 372-8160 or
352-6012
WANTED: 1 female roommate for 90-91
school year Fo« Run Apartments Cal NOW'
Mary Beth 2-4470or0ina 2-5798

ATTENTION EASY WORK EXCELLENT PAY!
Assemble products at home Dettila (1)
602-836-8865 E«1 W 4244
ATTENTION
EARN MONEY TYPING AT
HOME! 32.000/yr income potential Dstsat
111602-838-8885 E«t T-4244
ATTENTION
EARN MONEY READING
BOOKS! $32.000'year Income potential Detale |1)602 838-8685 E«t Bk4244
Eam up to 14000 tor summer Job In tee cream
parlor In Put-in-B*y. Flexible hours, free
housing on Island. Contact Sally Stevens
419-ft64-1B27 or 2(17 St Rl (7. Le.lnglon.
Ohlo44»04.
EBSCO Telephone Service now hiring Secure
summer position by working now. Learn a marketable skill A make money Flexible part-time ft
tuft-time hours available (15 houra minimum)
Guaranteed hourly wage PHIS dally bonua
based on sales Year round employment Join
the fun. After 4pm lor applications Interviews
held from 4 15-615 Cal for an appointment
353-6662 113 N. Main St (next to David's

KELLEYS ISLAND
Porthole Cafe needt
cooks, bartenders A waft people
Send resume with
references ft phone numbers to
P O Bo« 792
Keatya island. OH 43438

LIFEGUARDS
Get your summer job lined up now!
Uf eguards al shftts - $4.50/hr
ft interested, contact
JELLYSTONE CAMP RESORT
3392 SR 62
Mantua. ONo 44255
(near Sea World si OhU)
SUMMER CAMP JOBS are available at letloiW
Qtl Scout Camps m Virginia Mtn. age 18 or
graduated high school Unit Counselors. Unit
Leaders Pool Stafl. Nature and Crafts Directors. Cooks and Kitchen Workers are needed
June 15- August 15. 1990
Cal 1-202-337-4300 - Ruth Enoor - or
1-703-660-6286 Malle Sheeran • for an appacanon Gal Scout Council of the Nations
Capital Equal Opportunity Employer
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT
Waiters. Waltreeaee. Bartenders. Butters Tangtewood
Country Club. 8745 Tangtewood Trail. Chagrin
Fats. 0 44022 (Bainbridge Twp ) Apply In
paraon. send for application, or cal 543-7010
Summer Kitchen Help!
Cooks: no exp needed, but helpful • we train.
Mutt be 18 ft over Sand resume to. Ctaino.
PO Box 13. Kelleys Island OH 43436
Summer Sales ft Marketing Intern
tor wholesale beverage distributor In Loraln,
Ottawa, Erie, Huron counties. Must have own
car, rets, req'd. Send letter or resume to:
Dept. B. PO Bo. I 22. Loreln, OH 44052
UPWARD BOUND SUMMER PROGRAM
June24-Aug 3l6wks|
A pre coftege preparatory program tor high
school students Employment available as

WANTED!
BOSU S moat qualified students ae
ADVERTISING SALES REPI.
tor
THE 60 NEWS
It you are sen-motivated.
results oriented, you have the potential
to be one of the highest paid students
on campus. Open to all majors. Musi have
own oar. Applications ft |ob descriptions
available: 214 West Hall. Deadline 416/90.

FOR SALE
12 x 60 mobile home. 2 bdrm. w/ appsancea
New carpet, watx to campua ft shopping Cal
352-4317 A leave meeaage MUST SELL

wsoo
1986 Buk* Sommersel
Excaaant Condition Loaded $5,500
354-1207
1987 Jeep Wrangler with removeabte hard top.
34,000 meet, very good condition Must soft
S6.000 354-4466
• 1 Ktwasakl 550 LTD
Good Condition $500

Cel 353 9860
Answehng Machine-only mo'a. old!
Used vacuum • only S25
MUST SELL' Cal 353-6198
ATARI 2600 I 3 games $70 Cal 372-5834
ATTENTION
GOVERNMENT SEIZED VEHICLES from $100 Fordt, Mercedee. Corvettat, Chavya
Surplut Buyert Guide.
1-602-638-8885 EXT A 4244
Couch In excel cond 6ft. long by 3ft. wide.
Comfortable Makes a great bed $100 Cal
Jon at 353-6033 or leave message
372-2181
Four place drum set tor $250 00 or beat offer.
Cal 891-0516. ask for Chris
Macintosh pfus CMS Hard Drive Image writer
11 A complete software Cal 877-5446 after
5

Tutor/Counselor
ratfttrtaiillal Minimum sophomore classification
Four Positions

Need to sal ASAP! 1982 Firebird SE, good
condition. Cal for detass 353-6249.

Instructor!
High school math. English, social studies, science Non-residential Bachelor's degree required Salary negotiable

Why Rent? You can own a 2 bdrm. moots
home! Air cond. deck, appliances, tome furniture. Close to campus
$5,000
Ctll
362-9201.

Dell
ENERGETIC COUNSELORS
Male counselors needed at small
co-ad camp in Adirondacks of
upstate NY. near Montreal
SeianQ. Windsurfing
WSI. TENNIS, field sports.
hiring, trips and moral
1-800-359-3668

Applications available st
301 Hayes Hall Deadline April 2
Walt stan. hostess, bartenders
Now hiring for 1990 Summer Season
Help needed (oral shifts
Wand House Hotel-Port Clinton. OH
1-800-233-7307

Grain farm needs experienced paraon to operate J D Inl'l equip, for spring ft summer field
work Flexible hra. Cal only if experienced
352 7050.

We're looking for aggressive coftege students
to market new line of awlmaurta and evening
wear Good extra income Cal TODAY (513)
777-1188.

Help -1 want to graduate!)
Need tutor for ECON 304: $. Neg

Work 15 houra to 30 houra par week out of a 7
day workweek (day, evening and weekend
shifts). Our company la seeking employees
to perform unskilled light production work.
Plant location la only 2 blocks from B.O.S.U.
campus. The rale of wage la S3.80 per hour. If
Interested pick up an application at the office
of Advanced Specialty Products. Inc.. 426
Clough Street. Bowling Green. Ohio. Telephone 154-2(44.

Cal 354-8502 Todd
Home Mann
Eam $500 00 for every 100 envelopes atuffed For more information send setf-addresaed
stamped envelope to Box 42B216. Evergreen
Park, aknoia 60642

2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS ONE HALF
BLOCK TO CAMPUUS SUMMER OR FALL.
CALL TOM 352-4671 OAVS OR 352-1100 EVE
ft WKEMDS4 bdrm house Large Svtng room Close to
csmpus. Available Summer and Fall
382-5476
5 bdrm 6 parson house 12 month lease. May
90- May 911 Cal 362-1584,9-5 or 363-8611
Apt. with central elr-$90. month 1 block from
campus Nice duple* Cal Bob or Dave at
363-7136.
CHEAP HOUSING
SPACE NOW AVAILABLE FOR 1 MALE
ROOMMATE DURING SUMMER BRAND NEW
APARTMENT. CLOSE TO CMAPUS FOR
ONLY Si 30. MO PLUS UTILITIES IT YOU
WANT IT. GRAB IT THIS ONE WONT LAST
LONG! CALL 372-4341 or 353-7668 IF YOU
HAVE ANY QUESTIONS CALL ANYTIME
Deluxe 2 bdrm turn apt on Fifth St. 9 mo
lease 2 bdrm unfurn. on Seventh St 12 mo
loose FREE AC « heat Cal 352 3445
DESPERATELY need 2 people to aubltste
specious 1 bdrm. house this summer Vary
race. Across from campua. Al util Ind. except
elec 353 4982 or 3548612
DO YOU HAVE MORE
FEET THAN FIT IN YOUR
SQUARE FOOTAGE?
VEST
Foaow 3 Easy Stsps To A
PLACE with more SPACE
1 Call Today 352 9302
2. Find out how to get BIG
space tor the beat $$$
3. Choose your 2 bdrm 2 bath sot
ft move your FEET to our STREET!
ROCKLEDGE MANOR APARTMENTS
840/850 Sixth Street
352-9302
Georgetown Manor Apts
800-Third Street
1 bdrm a 2 bdrm unit.:
fully furnished: AC.
Now leasing tor 1990-1 »ti.
and aummar 1990.
Convenient - ft reasonable.
Call 352-4966 5pm-10pm
Houaa for rent on N Prospect 3 bdrm , AC. a
veil lor summer ft M Cal 352-0503 or
354-5856 attar 5 30
JAY-MAR APARTMENTS
2 bdrm. lurn./unfurn
AC. aa low aa
$440/mo Heat included rstes available Ph.
354-6036

NEED 1 OR 2 PEOPLE TO SUBLEASE APT AT
THUMTIN MANOR FOR SUMMER. CLOSE TO
CAMPUS. AC, LOW UTILITIES. FURNISHED. 4
MONTHS RENT FOR THE PRICE OF 2. CALL
354-SOOO LEAVE MESSAGE IF I AM NOT
HOME.
Preferred Properties la now leasing for aummar
and fal Piedmont apartments and many of our
othar Istlngs are available1 Al residents receive
a membership to Cherrywood Health Spa Cal
362-9376
Sublease May thru Aug. 15, 1990 2 bdrm
apt dose to campus. Quiet 3rd fir Air cond ft
patio $200/mo plus else Cal Jon 363-6033
or leave message at 372-2181.
SUMMER RENTALS
Houses, apts rooms.

Cal 352-7365
SUMMER SUeiEASEExcetent location, huge yard for barbequea and
plcnlcal Furn.. 2 bdrm Cal 353-69)60.
Treet yourself to 8 nice place thla summer (with
Fal possible) My apt. Is on Main St. across
from Sundance New. 1 bdrm.. 5 windows, celling fan. deck etc Must see. cal lor deltas
354 4762 $310'mo
Two 2 bdrm. apts turn ft unfurn available lor
Fal ft Sprtng 1990-91 Summer apartments
turn, ft unfurn. also avastble. Visage Green
Apartments Calanytime354-3533.
Two bdrm. -4 parson apts. -BG APTS. 818.
822 2nd St 9 ft 12 mo. leases 362-7464.
After 5pm a wkends 623-7665
WANT FUN UVIN07I7I?
Campus Manor Apts.
508 Clough St
Free Heal and Air Conditioning
9 mo lease

$695 00 mo
Summer leases available
R.E. MANAGEMENT
352-9302

YOU'VE GOT TO SEE THESE
309 High St.
2 bdrm, furnished
Closs to Csmpus
frss gae, water ft sewer
New love Rentals
12ft S. Main 352-6820

FOR RENT
• •SftVRENTALS- ■
1 ft 2 bdrm apts avail
9 ft 12 mo leases Cal 352-7454
• •CARIB8EAN CRUISE ••
Register today
R.E. Management
505 Clough SI Bl 5
Apts. lor summer ft fal
stU available
362-9302
1 bedroom apt. to sublease
Summit Terrace Apts
Cal 354-1441
12 month leases available May IS. 1990
809 5thSt. - 2 Br. houaa. $4 50 00 a utl
424 1/2S Summllellic apt $195 Autil
428 S Summit 2 Br apt $345 00 ft uW
Steve Smith 352-8917

Edition

The BG News

Graphic Design
&

UCT* majors
Student Publications will be interviewing
until Friday, April 6
for Fall 1990 Production Assistants.
Apply at Student Employment
460 Student Services Building.
*VCT majors: check with the co-op office for a full-time
co-op with us!

Monday, April 16, 1990
Summer Financial Aid

ring Fever in B.G.
As warmer weather approaches :
Things to Do
Dining

Fashions

Entertainment
Music

Advertising Deadline: Thursday, April 5, 4 p.m.
214 West Hall
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The Request for Summer Financial Aid application
are now available at FASE, 450 Student Services
Building. Students who plan to use Pell Grant. Ohio
Instructional Grant, or College Work-Study monies
for summer sessions must complete the application.

3 OF TIT'S COOMOSETe. IF
t1 ICMASJU Kt»ATCe-» tr~r««
HAS> 6AY1 l_ll«6= THlft?/

Overseas Study 1990-91
Semester and one-year overseas
studies programs are now available
to our Bowling Green students in
these beautiful countries. Most
majors are eligible. Courses transfer from prestigious universities.
Costs are the lowest of any U.S.
programs in these countries. The
only major requirement is good
academic standing with our university. Students are accepted on a
first-come, first-serve basis. Space
is limited. Apply now for this
"once-in-a-lifetime" opportunity.

Contact Dr. Julie Lengfelder
at 372-6908
AUSTRALIA - NEW ZEALAND - SCOTLAND

